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I. This first set of questions asks basic information about your organization.  
Q02 In what year was your organization first established? 3 
  
Q04 What legal status does your organization hold? 3 
  
Q05 What type of group do you consider your organization to be? 3 
  
Q06 Which geographic area does your group serve? 4 
  
Q07 In the geographic area indicated in the last question (Q6), how much 
political influence would you say your organization has? 
4 
  
Q08 Thinking back over 2008, what is the number of persons you had working 
in the following position types? 
5 
Q08a For 2008, # of full-time staff 5 
Q08b For 2008, # of part-time staff 5 
Q08c For 2008, # of regular volunteers 5 
Q08d For 2008, # of episodic volunteers 6 
Q08e For 2008, # of regular members 6 
Q08f For 2008, # of board members 6 
Q08g For 2008, # of voting members 7 
  
Q09 Would you say that your organization is…? 7 
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Q10 Which of the following describes your group’s activities and purposes? 7 
Q10a Provide members with information 7 
Q10b Advance member's economic interests 7 
Q10c Protect members' lives or righs 7 
Q10d Provide members with education/training 8 
Q10e Assist members to receive funding from gov. 8 
Q10f Provide mems w/ admin. help in obtain licenses 8 
Q10g Make appeals or requests to the government 8 
Q10h Collect info and distribute it to nonmembers 8 
Q10i Provide nonmembers with policy recommend 8 
Q10j Educate the public to achieve public goals 9 
Q10k provide other groups of individuals w/ funds 9 
Q10l Provide the public with services for a fee 9 
Q10m Provide the public with free or subsidize services 9 
Q10n Other 9 
  
Q11 In which policy areas is your organization most interested? 10 
Q11_1 Fiscal policy 10 
Q11_2 Financial policy 10 
Q11_3 Trade policy 10 
Q11_4 Industry promotion 10 
Q11_5 Construction/public works 10 
Q11_6 Traffic/transportation 10 
Q11_7 Communication/information 11 
Q11_8 Science/technology 11 
Q11_9 Regional development 11 
Q11_10 Foreign policy 11 
Q11_11 Peace/security policy 11 
Q11_12 Crime prevention 11 
Q11_13 Justice/human rights 12 
Q11_14 Education 12 
Q11_15 Gender 12 
Q11_16 Local politics 12 
Q11_17 Labor 12 
Q11_18 Agriculture/Fishing 12 
Q11_19 Consumer rights/advocacy 13 
Q11_20 Environment 13 
Q11_21 Health/welfare/medical 13 
Q11_22 International exchange/aid 13 
Q11_23 Art/scholarship/sports 13 
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Q11_24 Organization building 13 
Q11_25 Religion 14 
Q11_26 Minority issues/anti-discrimination 14 
Q11_27 Other 14 
Q11a What is most important to your organization? 14 
  
Q12 Are there any requirements for becoming a member of your organization, 
or can anyone join? 
15 
Q12a_1 Must practice a certain religion 15 
Q12a_2 Must work in a certain industry 16 
Q12a_3 Must have a certain occupation 16 
Q12a_4 Must hold certain positions or posts 16 
Q12a_5 Must hold certain licenses 16 
Q12a_6 Must be of a certain nationality 16 
Q12a_7 Other 17 
  
Q13 Is your organization a religious congregation (church, synagogue, temple, 
mosque) or some other type of religious organization? 
17 
Q13b Is organization affiliated with religious group? 17 
  
II. This next section asks about the members associated with your 
organization. 
 
Q15 Does your organization have members? 17 
Q15a_1 How often members get involved in decisions making? 17 
Q15a_2 How often members participate in organization events? 18 
Q15a_3 How often members pay fee or make donation? 18 
Q15a_4 How often members elect board of directors? 18 
Q15a_5 How often members interact with each other? 18 
Q15a_6 How often members meet with board of directors? 19 
Q15a_7 How often members mee with each other? 19 
Q15a_8 How often members use email lists? 19 
Q15a_9 How often members use bulletin boards or web? 20 
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III. This section is about how your organization interacts with other 
organizations and groups. 
 
Q16 Where does your organization receive information that is necessary for 
your activities? 
20 
Q16_1 National government 20 
Q16_2 Political parties 20 
Q16_3 State government 20 
Q16_4 Federal government 21 
Q16_5 State elected officials 21 
Q16_6 Local elected officials 21 
Q16_7 Scholars/experts 21 
Q16_8 Neighborhood associations 21 
Q16_9 Religious organizations 22 
Q16_10 Affiliated organizations 22 
Q16_11 Other non-profit organizations 22 
Q16_12 Your organizations members 22 
Q16_13 Corporations 22 
Q16_14 Other 23 
  
Q17 Is there any organization that represents your organization’s interests 
either at the local, state, or national level? 
23 
Q17b Is this organization local, state, or national level? 24 
Q17c_1 How much influence org have on public policy on the local level? 24 
Q17c_2 How much influence org have on public policy on the state level ? 24 
Q17c_3 How much influence org have on public policy on national level? 24 
Q17c_4 How much influence org have on public policy on all levels? 24 
  
IV. The next section asks about your involvement in affecting public policy.  
Q18 Does your organization get involved in public policy or advocacy? 25 
  
Q19 Does organization employee lobbyist? 25 
  
Q20 Is your organization affiliated with a political action committee, 501(c)4 
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Q21 We would like to know if your organization, working alone, has 
successfully enacted, stopped or modified a specific policy. 
25 
Q21a Org enacted new policy on federal level? 25 
Q21b Org stopped or modifed policy on federal level? 25 
Q21c Org enacted new policy on state level? 26 
Q21d Org stopped or modified policy on state level? 26 
Q21e Org enacted new policy on local level? 26 
Q21f Org stopped or modified policy on local level? 26 
  
Q22 Have you, working in a coalition with other organizations or political 
persons, succeeded in making the (federal/state/local) government enact, stop 
a plan to enact, or modify any specific policy or plan in the past? 
26 
Q22a Work in coal. w/other org enact new policy-federal level? 26 
Q22b Work in coal. w/other org stop policy-federal level? 26 
Q22c Work in coal. w/other org enact new policy-state level? 27 
Q22d Work in coal. w/other org stop policy-state level? 27 
Q22e Work in coal. w/other org enact new policy- local level? 27 
Q22f Work in coal. w/other org stop policy- local level? 27 
  
Q23 When trying to influence federal, state or local policy making, how often do 




Q24 When your organization makes requests or appeals to the government, 
how often do you do the following things? 
28 
Q24a Trying to influence policy how often assist in drafting bills 28 
Q24b Trying to influence policy how often provide expertise 28 
Q24c Trying to influence policy how often contribute public comment 28 
Q24d Trying to influence policy how often ask members to call or send letters to gov 28 
Q24e Trying to influence policy how often solicit signatures 29 
Q24f Trying to influence policy how often attend meetings 29 
Q24g Trying to influence policy how often direct actions 29 
Q24h Trying to influence policy how often provide media with information 30 
Q24i Trying to influence policy how often make statements at press conference 30 
Q24j Trying to influence policy how often place opinion ads in TV, newspapers, 
magazine 
30 
Q24k Trying to influence policy how often form an alliance with other groups 30 
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Q25 What is the relationship between your organization and the government? 31 
Q25a_1 National gov authorize our legal status 31 
Q25a_2 State gov authorize our legal status 31 
Q25a_3 Local gov authorize our legal status 31 
Q25b_1 National gov regulate our activities 31 
Q25b_2 State gov regulate our activites 32 
Q25b_3 Local gov regulate activities 32 
Q25c_1 We provide services desired by the national gov. 32 
Q25c_2 We provide services desired by the state gov. 32 
Q25c_3 We provide services desired by the local gov. 32 
Q25d_1 We monitor national gov policies/implimentation 32 
Q25d_2 We monitor state gov policies/implimentation 33 
Q25d_3 We monitor local gov policies/implimentation 33 
Q25e_1 We receive grants or contract from national gov 33 
Q25e_2 We receive grants or contract from state gov 33 
Q25e_3 We receive grants or contract from local gov 33 
Q25f_1 We receive in-kind assistance from national gov 34 
Q25f_2 We receive in-kind assistance from state gov 34 
Q25f_3 We receive in-kind assistance from local gov 34 
Q25g_1 We try to influece national gov policy 34 
Q25g_2 We try to influece state gov policy 34 
Q25g_3 We try to influece local gov policy 34 
  
Q26 Does your organization makes requests directly to the government? 35 
Q26a_1 How often you approach mayor or king county 35 
Q26a_2 How often you approach city or king county council 35 
Q26a_3 How often you approach Dept or neighborhoods? 35 
Q26a_4 How often you approach other city gov unit? 36 
Q26a_5 How often you approach other state gov unit? 36 
Q26a_6 How often you approach republican party? 36 
Q26a_7 How often you approach democratic party? 37 
Q26a_8 How often you approach state legislator? 37 
Q26a_9 How often you approach US congress member? 37 
Q26a_10 How often you approach Federal gov? 37 
Q26a_11 How often you apparoch the President? 38 
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Q27 This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of 
influence the following organizations or groups have on public policy in general 
and also specifically on policies of concern to your organization. Please 
indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. 
38 
Q27a_1 How much influence do agricultural groups? 38 
Q27b_1 How much influence do business/trade assoc? 38 
Q27c_1 How much influence do labor unitons 39 
Q27d_1 How much influence do education groups? 39 
Q27e_1 How much influence do government groups? 40 
Q27f_1 How much influence do welfare groups? 40 
Q27g_1 How much influence do professional groups? 40 
Q27h_1 How much influence do advocacy groups? 41 
Q27i_1 How much influence do civic groups? 41 
Q27j_1 How much influence do scholarly/art groups? 41 
Q27k_1 How much influence do hobby/sports groups? 42 
Q27l_1 How much influence do relgious groups? 42 
Q27m_1 How much influence do congress 42 
Q27n_1 How muc influence does president have? 43 
Q27o_1 How much influence does democratic party have? 43 
Q27p_1 How much influence does republican party have 44 
Q27q_1 How much influence does federal gov have? 44 
Q27r_1 How much influence does state gov have? 45 
Q27s_1 How much influence does local gov have? 45 
Q27t_1 How much influence does state legislature have? 45 
Q27u_1 How much influence does big business have? 46 
Q27v_1 How much influence does media have? 46 
Q27w_1 How much influence do courts have? 46 
Q27x_1 How much influence do foreign governments have? 47 
Q27y_1 How much influence do international institutes? 47 
Q27z_1 How much influence do foeign groups have? 48 
Q27aa_1 Influence do police have, in general? 48 
Q27a_2 Influence agriculture grps have, policies conern your org.? 48 
Q27b_2 Influence business associations grps have, policies conern your org.? 49 
Q27c_2 Influence labor unions have, policies conern your org.? 49 
Q27d_2 Influence education grps have, policies conern your org.? 49 
Q27e_2 Influence govern-related grps have, policies conern your org.? 50 
Q27f_2 Influence welfare grps have, policies conern your org.? 50 
Q27g_2 Influence professional grps have, policies conern your org.? 51 
Q27h_2 Influence advocacy grps have, policies conern your org.? 51 
Q27i_2 Influence civic grps have, policies conern your org.? 51 
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Q27j_2 Influence scholarly/art grps have, policies conern your org.? 52 
Q27k_2 Influence hobby/sports grps have, policies conern your org.? 52 
Q27l_2 Influence religious grps have, policies conern your org.? 53 
Q27m_2 Influence congress have, policies conern your org.? 53 
Q27n_2 Influence president have, policies conern your org.? 53 
Q27o_2 Influence democtratic party have, policies conern your org.? 54 
Q27p_2 Influence republican party have, policies conern your org.? 54 
Q27q_2 Influence federal gov have, policies conern your org.? 54 
Q27r_2 Influence state gov. have, policies conern your org.? 55 
Q27s_2 Influence local gov have, policies conern your org.? 55 
Q27t_2 Influence state legislature have, policies conern your org.? 56 
Q27u_2 Influence big business have, policies conern your org.? 56 
Q27v_2 Influence media have, policies conern your org.? 56 
Q27w_2 Influence courts have, policies conern your org.? 57 
Q27x_2 Influence foreign gov have, policies conern your org.? 57 
Q27y_2 Influence international institutions have, policies conern your org.? 57 
Q27z_2 Influence foreign grps have, policies conern your org.? 58 
Q27aa_2 Influence police have, policies conern your org.? 58 
  
Q28 How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following 
organizations or groups, on a scale of 1 to 7? 
59 
Q28a Rate your orgs relationship w/ agricultural grps 59 
Q28b Rate your orgs relationship w/ business/trade assoc. 59 
Q28c Rate your orgs relationship w/ labor unions 59 
Q28d Rate your orgs relationship w/ education grps 60 
Q28e Rate your orgs relationship w/ govern related grps 60 
Q28f Rate your orgs relationship w/ welfare grps 60 
Q28g Rate your orgs relationship w/ professional grps 61 
Q28h Rate your orgs relationship w/ advocacy grps 61 
Q28i Rate your orgs relationship w/ civic grps 61 
Q28j Rate your orgs relationship w/ scholarly/art grps 62 
Q28k Rate your orgs relationship w/ hobby/sports grps 62 
Q28l Rate your orgs relationship w/ religious grps 62 
Q28m Rate your orgs relationship w/ congress 63 
Q28n Rate your orgs relationship w/ president 63 
Q28o Rate your orgs relationship w/ democratic party 63 
Q28p Rate your orgs relationship w/ republican party 64 
Q28q Rate your orgs relationship w/ federal gov 64 
Q28r Rate your orgs relationship w/ state gov 65 
Q28s Rate your orgs relationship w/ local gov 65 
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Q28t Rate your orgs relationship w/ state legislature 65 
Q28u Rate your orgs relationship w/ big business 66 
Q28v Rate your orgs relationship w/ media 66 
Q28w Rate your orgs relationship w/ courts 66 
Q28x Rate your orgs relationship w/ foreign govs 67 
Q28y Rate your orgs relationship w/ international institutions 67 
Q28z Rate your orgs relationship w/ foreign grps 67 
Q28aa Rate your orgs relationship w/ police 68 
  
Q29 Has your organization ever created a formal or informal relationship with 
another nonprofit, business or governmental unit to accomplish these 
objectives? 
68 
Q29a_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to influence local gov policy 68 
Q29a_2 Org created relation w/ business to influence local gov policy 68 
Q29a_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to influence local gov policy 68 
Q29a_4 Org created relation w/ state gov unit to influence local gov policy 69 
Q29a_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov unit to influence local gov policy 69 
Q29b_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to influence state gov policy 69 
Q29b_2 Org created relation w/ business to influence state gov policy 69 
Q29b_3 Org created relation w/ local gov to influence state gov policy 69 
Q29b_4 Org created relation w/ state gov to influence state gov policy 69 
Q29b_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov to influence state gov policy 70 
Q29c_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to influence federal gov policy 70 
Q29c_2 Org created relation w/ business to influence federal gov policy 70 
Q29c_3 Org created relation w/ local gov to influence federal gov policy 70 
Q29c_4 Org created relation w/ state gov to influence federal gov policy 70 
Q29c_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov to influence federal gov policy 71 
Q29d_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to provide services 71 
Q29d_2 Org created relation w/ business to provide services 71 
Q29d_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to provide services 71 
Q29d_4 Org created relation w/ state gov to provide services 71 
Q29d_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov to provide services 71 
Q29e_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to develop org capacity 72 
Q29e_2 Org created relation w/ business to develop org capacity 72 
Q29e_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to develop org capacity 72 
Q29e_4 Org created relation w/ state gov unit to develop org capacity 72 
Q29e_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov unit to develop org capacity 72 
Q29f_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to fundraise 72 
Q29f_2 Org created relation w/ business to fundraise 73 
Q29f_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to fundraise 73 
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Q29f_4 Org created relation w/ state gov unit to fundraise 73 
Q29f_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov unit to fundraise 73 
Q29g_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to develop community capacity 73 
Q29g_2 Org created relation w/ business to develop community capacity 74 
Q29g_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to develop community capacity 74 
Q29g_4 Org created relation w/ state gov unit to develop community capacity 74 
Q29g_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov unit to develop community capacity 74 
  
Q30 Has your organization limited its advocacy activity due to resource 




Q31 Please name 5 organizations with which you work, partner or collaborate 
with. Rate the strength of connection on a scale of 1-7, where 1 = very weak and 
7 = very strong. 
75 
Q31_1b Strength of connection to Org 1 75 
Q31_2b Strength of connection to Org 2 75 
Q31_3b Strength of connection to Org 3 75 
Q31_4b Strength of connection to Org 4 76 
Q31_5b Strength of connection to Org 5 76 
  
V. In this last section we would like to as a few questions about the 
leadership and funding of your organization. 
 
Q32 How long has the tenure of your Executive Director/CEO (or highest 
ranking leader) been so far? 
76 
  




Q34 Please indicate the percentage of your budget that came from the following 
sources in 2007. 
77 
Q34a % of budget in 2008 that came from membership fees 77 
Q34b % of budget in 2008 that came from earned income 78 
Q34c % of budget in 2008 that came from gov funding 78 
Q34d % of budget in 2008 that came from donations/gifts 78 
Q34e % of budget in 2008 that came from other 79 
  
Q35 What was the total dollar amount of your 2008 budget? 79 
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Q36 What is your position in this organization? 80 
  
Ⅲ. 調査票  
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JIGS: Seattle Comprehensive Non-profit Survey 
 
LOCATING OUTCOMES  
8000 records containing non-profit names, the registered agent and the associated contact information 
were provided to SDRG. Using the internet and phone, research staff verified activity status and contact 
information for each record provided.  
Table 1. Initial Findings from Locating Phase (December 2008-January 2009) 
CASE STATUS NUMBER PERCENT 
Located 4297 53.7% 
Dropped 2851 35.6% 
Ineligible 786 9.8% 
Not Found 66 0.8% 
Total 8000 100% 
Dropped: As per instruction from the client, home owner’s associations, condo associations, or church 
organizations were removed from the sample without locating attempts.  The case list also included or-
ganizations that were simply listed twice.  For these cases we identified the correct contact information 
and removed the duplicate record from the sample. 
Ineligible: Agencies that were a) no longer functioning or active, b) not located in King County or c) located 
in King County, but do not serve residents of King Country were not eligible for the study and were re-
moved from the sample. 
Not Found: For some cases, we were unable to find any usable contact information. In most cases the in-
formation provided by the Secretary of State was incomplete and therefore made finding any additional 
locating details challenging or unsuccessful. 
The table below shows the portion of sample for which we identified an address, email or phone number. 
Table 2. Contact Information Found  
INFO FOUND NUMBER PERCENT 
Address 4116 95% 
Phone Number 2340 54% 
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Table 3 shows a breakdown of what information we found for each of the cases in the sample.  
Table 3. Information Found Across Multiple Modes 
INFO FOUND NUMBER 
Phone Number only 18 
Email Only 95 
Address Only 1534 
Address + Phone Number 677 
Address + Email 328 
Email + Phone Number 68 
Address + Email + Phone Number 1577 
Total 4297 
SURVEYING FIELD PERIOD OUTCOMES 
During the surveying field period (February through May, 2009) we approached 4297 cases. Below is a 
tally of the participation status for all cases.   
Table 4. Field Period Final Status & Outcomes  
STATUS NUMBER PERCENT OF ELIGIBLE 
Completed  1227 30.8% 
Partial  274 6.9% 
Refused 113 2.8% 
Non Responding 2369 59.5% 
Ineligible 314 (7.9%) 
Subtotal 4297 -- 
Total Eligible (subtotal – ineligible) 3983 100% 
Completes: Any respondent who completed an interview.  In 114/1227 of the completed cases the Re-
spondent started an interview on the paper or over the phone, modes which allowed the Respondent to 
skip questions. For these cases, not all questions were answered but for all intensive purposes the Re-
spondent did complete the interview to the extent they were willing.  These cases are labeled Complete 
Partials in the dataset and are counted towards the participation rate. 
Partial: Any respondent who began the interview.  Partial surveys occurred using the web mode, where a 
respondent broke off midway through the survey and did not return to complete the remaining portion of 
the survey.    
Ineligible: As cases were contacted, we identified an additional batch of organizations that were not eligi-
ble for the study. The majority of these cases were churches and home owners associations, a small por-
tion were no longer operating.  
Completion percents for this effort are based off the adjusted sample size after the Ineligible cases are 
removed from the starting sample. 
The following table shows the breakdown of participation across one of three various modes available on 
this study.   
iv
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Table 5. Completions across Modalities  
STATUS NUMBER PERCENT 
Web 921 75.1% 
Paper 264 21.5% 
Phone 42 3.4% 
Total 1227 100% 
 
※ その後、Web調査のサンプルが 316追加され 1237となり、分析は Paperの 264を加えた
1501を用いて実施した(Table 6)。 
Table 6. 分析に用いたサンプル数 
STATUS NUMBER PERCENT 
Web 1237 82.4% 
Paper 264 17.6% 































AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.1% 2.1%
度数 0 1 0 24 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 1.7% 1.8%
度数 0 0 0 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.6% 1.6%
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.6% 1.6%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.5% 3.5%
度数 0 0 0 51 51
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.6% 3.6%
度数 0 0 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 0 0 181 181
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.8% 12.8%
度数 0 1 1 257 259
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 18.2% 18.3%
度数 1 1 0 346 348
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% .0% 24.5% 24.5%
度数 0 0 1 325 326
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 23.0% 23.0%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 3 2 1413 1419
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 3 2 1058 1064
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 77.9% 77.9%
度数 0 0 0 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 57 57
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.2% 4.2%
度数 0 0 0 194 194
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.3% 14.2%
度数 1 3 2 1359 1365
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 9 9
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .7% .7%
度数 0 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 0 1 0 77 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 5.6% 5.7%
度数 0 0 0 291 291
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.3% 21.2%






































Q04 What legal status does your organization hold?
– 3 –
度数 0 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 0 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.3% 2.3%
度数 0 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 1 0 67 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 4.9% 4.9%
度数 0 0 1 79 80
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 0 0 9 9
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .7% .7%
度数 0 1 0 73 74
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 5.3% 5.4%
度数 0 0 0 126 126
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.2% 9.2%
度数 0 0 0 68 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.0% 4.9%
度数 1 0 1 485 487
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 35.5% 35.4%
度数 1 3 2 1368 1374
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 232 232
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.0% 16.9%
度数 1 0 0 107 108
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 7.8% 7.9%
度数 0 1 0 288 289
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 21.1% 21.0%
度数 0 1 0 286 287
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 20.9% 20.9%
度数 0 1 1 210 212
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 15.4% 15.4%
度数 0 0 0 77 77
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.6% 5.6%
度数 0 0 1 168 169
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 12.3% 12.3%
度数 1 3 2 1368 1374
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 2 1 520 524
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 38.1% 38.2%
度数 0 0 0 367 367
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 26.9% 26.7%
度数 0 0 1 354 355
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 25.9% 25.9%
度数 0 1 0 101 102
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 7.4% 7.4%
度数 0 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.7%























Q07 In the geographic area indicated in the last question (Q6), how much political influence would you say your
 
None




Q06 Which geographic area
does your group serve?
Q01r1 State
合計
Q07 How much political
influence does group have?
Very strong
– 4 –
度数 1 3 2 1366 1372
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Q08 Thinking back over 2008, what is the number of persons you had working in the following position types?
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 702 704
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 55.2% 55.1%
度数 1 0 1 137 139
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 10.8% 10.9%
度数 0 0 0 125 125
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.8% 9.8%
度数 0 0 0 90 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.1% 7.0%
度数 0 1 0 107 108
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 8.4% 8.5%
度数 0 0 0 111 111
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.7% 8.7%
度数 1 2 2 1272 1277
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 1 611 614
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 50.0% 47.7% 47.7%
度数 0 0 1 194 195
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 15.1% 15.2%
度数 1 0 0 203 204
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 15.8% 15.9%
度数 0 1 0 101 102
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 7.9% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 94 94
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.3% 7.3%
度数 0 0 0 78 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.1% 6.1%
度数 1 3 2 1281 1287
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 385 386
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 30.2% 30.2%
度数 0 0 0 100 100
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.9% 7.8%
度数 0 1 0 188 189
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 14.8% 14.8%
度数 0 1 1 183 185
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 14.4% 14.5%
度数 0 1 0 259 260
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 20.3% 20.3%
度数 1 0 0 158 159
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 12.4% 12.4%
度数 1 3 2 1273 1279
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%









































AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 254 255
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 20.0% 20.0%
度数 0 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 1 62 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 4.9% 4.9%
度数 0 0 1 103 104
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 8.1% 8.2%
度数 0 1 0 330 331
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 26.0% 26.0%
度数 0 2 0 493 495
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% .0% 38.9% 38.9%
度数 1 3 2 1267 1273
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 1 438 440
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 34.7% 34.7%
度数 0 0 0 12 12
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.0% .9%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 0 0 0 122 122
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.7% 9.6%
度数 0 3 1 630 634
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 49.9% 50.0%
度数 1 3 2 1262 1268
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.1% 2.1%
度数 0 0 0 10 10
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .8% .8%
度数 0 0 0 141 141
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.8% 10.7%
度数 0 1 1 332 334
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 25.3% 25.4%
度数 1 2 1 703 707
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 53.7% 53.7%
度数 0 0 0 97 97
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.4% 7.4%
度数 1 3 2 1310 1316
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%








































AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 227 227
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.7% 17.6%
度数 0 0 0 12 12
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .9% .9%
度数 0 0 0 91 91
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.1% 7.1%
度数 0 0 1 162 163
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 12.6% 12.6%
度数 1 0 0 404 405
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 31.5% 31.4%
度数 0 3 1 387 391
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 30.2% 30.3%
度数 1 3 2 1283 1289
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 0 221 223
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% .0% 16.4% 16.5%
度数 1 1 2 868 872
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 100.0% 64.6% 64.6%
度数 0 0 0 148 148
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.0% 11.0%
度数 0 0 0 107 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 7.9%
度数 1 3 2 1344 1350
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 3 1 687 691
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 51.8% 51.9%
度数 1 0 1 639 641
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 48.2% 48.1%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 175 175
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.2% 13.1%
度数 1 3 2 1151 1157
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 86.8% 86.9%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 187 188
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 14.1% 14.1%





Q10 Which of the following describes your group’s activities and purposes?
Q10a Provide members with information
 
合計





































Q10c Protect members' lives
or righs
Yes
Q10c Protect members' lives or righs
 
– 7 –
度数 1 2 2 1139 1144
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 85.9% 85.9%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 2 1 665 669
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 50.2% 50.2%
度数 0 1 1 661 663
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 49.8% 49.8%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 105 105
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.9% 7.9%
度数 1 3 2 1221 1227
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.1% 92.1%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 42 42
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 1 3 2 1284 1290
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 96.8% 96.8%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 198 198
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.9% 14.9%
度数 1 3 2 1128 1134
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 85.1% 85.1%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 316 318
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 23.8% 23.9%
度数 1 2 1 1010 1014
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 76.2% 76.1%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
合計




Q10e Assist members to
receive funding from gov.
Yes
合計






Q10h Collect info and
distribute it to nonmembers
Yes
合計




Q10d Provide members with education/training
合計











Q10f Provide mems w/ admin.








Q10g Make appeals or
requests to the government
Yes
合計





度数 0 1 0 196 197
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 14.8% 14.8%
度数 1 2 2 1130 1135
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 85.2% 85.2%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 400 402
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 30.2% 30.2%
度数 1 2 1 926 930
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 69.8% 69.8%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 271 272
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 20.4% 20.4%
度数 1 3 1 1055 1060
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 79.6% 79.6%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 248 248
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.7% 18.6%
度数 1 3 2 1078 1084
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 81.3% 81.4%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 423 424
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 31.9% 31.8%
度数 0 3 2 903 908
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 100.0% 68.1% 68.2%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 368 369
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 27.8% 27.7%
度数 1 2 2 958 963
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 72.2% 72.3%
度数 1 3 2 1326 1332
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%










Q10m Provide the public

















Q10k provide other groups
of individuals w/ funds
Yes
合計
Q10l Provide the public with services for a fee
合計
Q10l Provide the public















Q11 In which policy areas is your organization most interested?
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.7% 7.6%
度数 1 3 2 1215 1221
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.3% 92.4%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 117 117
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.9% 8.9%
度数 1 3 2 1199 1205
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 91.1% 91.1%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.9% 2.9%
度数 1 3 2 1278 1284
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.1% 97.1%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.4% 6.4%
度数 1 3 2 1232 1238
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 93.6% 93.6%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 76 77
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 1 3 1 1240 1245
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 94.2% 94.2%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 94 94
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.1% 7.1%
度数 1 3 2 1222 1228















































度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 196 196
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.9% 14.8%
度数 1 3 2 1120 1126
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 85.1% 85.2%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 131 132
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.0% 10.0%
度数 1 3 1 1185 1190
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 90.0% 90.0%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 135 136
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.3% 10.3%
度数 1 3 1 1181 1186
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 89.7% 89.7%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.0% 3.0%
度数 1 3 2 1276 1282
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.0% 97.0%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 72 72
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.5% 5.4%
度数 1 3 2 1244 1250
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 94.5% 94.6%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 98 98

















































度数 1 3 2 1218 1224
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.6% 92.6%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 1 0 248 250
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% .0% 18.8% 18.9%
度数 0 2 2 1068 1072
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 100.0% 81.2% 81.1%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 619 621
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 47.0% 47.0%
度数 1 2 1 697 701
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 53.0% 53.0%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 85 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 50.0% 6.5% 6.6%
度数 1 2 1 1231 1235
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 50.0% 93.5% 93.4%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 132 132
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.0% 10.0%
度数 1 3 2 1184 1190
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 90.0% 90.0%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 64 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.9% 4.8%
度数 1 3 2 1252 1258
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 95.1% 95.2%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%













































度数 0 0 1 53 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 4.0% 4.1%
度数 1 3 1 1263 1268
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 96.0% 95.9%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 87 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.6% 6.6%
度数 1 3 2 1229 1235
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 93.4% 93.4%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 248 248
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.8% 18.8%
度数 1 3 2 1068 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 81.2% 81.2%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 2 400 402
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 30.4% 30.4%
度数 1 3 0 916 920
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 69.6% 69.6%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 89 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 6.8% 6.8%
度数 1 3 1 1227 1232
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 93.2% 93.2%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 357 358
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 27.1% 27.1%
度数 1 2 2 959 964
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 72.9% 72.9%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322

















































AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 177 177
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.4% 13.4%
度数 1 3 2 1139 1145
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 86.6% 86.6%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 104 104
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.9% 7.9%
度数 1 3 2 1212 1218
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.1% 92.1%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 184 184
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.0% 13.9%
度数 1 3 2 1132 1138
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 86.0% 86.1%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 299 299
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 22.7% 22.6%
度数 1 3 2 1017 1023
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 77.3% 77.4%
度数 1 3 2 1316 1322
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .7% .7%
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 0 0 10 10
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .9% .9%
度数 0 0 0 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.3% 1.3%
度数 0 0 0 27 27












































Q11a What is most important
to your organization?
– 14 –
度数 0 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.2% 2.2%
度数 0 0 1 8 9
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% .7% .8%
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 0 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 1 1 0 40 42
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 3.7% 3.9%
度数 0 0 0 207 207
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.1% 19.0%
度数 0 0 0 5 5
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 0 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 13 13
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.2% 1.2%
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 0 0 0 47 47
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.3% 4.3%
度数 0 0 1 166 167
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 15.3% 15.3%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.7%
度数 0 1 0 153 154
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.1% 14.1%
度数 0 0 0 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 42 42
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.9% 3.9%
度数 0 0 0 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 224 224
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 20.7% 20.6%
度数 1 2 2 1084 1089
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 1 591 594
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 50.0% 45.1% 45.1%
度数 1 1 1 720 723
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 50.0% 54.9% 54.9%
度数 1 3 2 1311 1317
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 27 27





















Q12 Are there requirements
for becoming a member?
Yes
No

















度数 2 1 553 556
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 95.3% 95.4%
度数 2 1 580 583
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 61 61
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 10.5% 10.5%
度数 2 1 519 522
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 89.5% 89.5%
度数 2 1 580 583
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 47 48
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 8.1% 8.2%
度数 2 0 533 535
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 91.9% 91.8%
度数 2 1 580 583
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.3% 5.3%
度数 2 1 549 552
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 94.7% 94.7%
度数 2 1 580 583
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 48 48
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.3% 8.2%
度数 2 1 532 535
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 91.6% 91.6%
度数 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 2 1 581 584
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 2 1 577 580
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 99.5% 99.5%
度数 2 1 580 583
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Yes
No



































Q12a_4 Must hold certain positions or posts
 
合計









Q12a_6 Must be of a certain nationality
– 16 –
CA OR WA
度数 2 0 443 445
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 76.1% 76.1%
度数 0 1 137 138
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 23.5% 23.6%
度数 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 2 1 582 585
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.8%
度数 0 0 0 74 74
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.6% 5.6%
度数 1 3 2 1223 1229
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.6% 92.6%
度数 1 3 2 1321 1327




Q01r1 State  の % 45.6% 45.6%
度数 68 68
Q01r1 State  の % 54.4% 54.4%
度数 125 125
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 1 789 792
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 50.0% 60.6% 60.5%
度数 1 1 1 514 517
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 50.0% 39.4% 39.5%
度数 1 3 2 1303 1309
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 60 60
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 7.6% 7.6%
度数 1 0 156 157
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 19.8% 19.8%
度数 0 1 235 236

































Q13b Is organization affiliated with religious group?
 








Q15a_1 How often members






度数 0 0 204 204
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 25.9% 25.8%
度数 1 0 133 134
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 16.9% 16.9%
度数 2 1 788 791
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .9% .9%
度数 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.1% 3.0%
度数 0 0 145 145
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.4% 18.4%
度数 1 1 306 308
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 38.9% 39.0%
度数 1 0 304 305
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 38.7% 38.7%
度数 2 1 786 789
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 70 70
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.9% 8.9%
度数 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.1% 5.1%
度数 0 0 122 122
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 15.5% 15.5%
度数 1 0 179 180
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 22.8% 22.8%
度数 1 1 375 377
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 47.7% 47.8%
度数 2 1 786 789
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 168 168
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 21.3% 21.2%
度数 1 1 64 66
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 8.1% 8.3%
度数 0 0 125 125
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 15.8% 15.8%
度数 0 0 175 175
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 22.2% 22.1%
度数 1 0 257 258
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 32.6% 32.6%
度数 2 1 789 792
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
合計













   
   
Often
Very often













Q15a_3 How often members






Q15a_4 How often members








度数 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 0 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.7% 4.6%
度数 0 0 174 174
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 21.9% 21.9%
度数 1 1 274 276
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 34.6% 34.7%
度数 1 0 306 307
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 38.6% 38.6%
度数 2 1 793 796
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 1 0 103 104
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 13.1% 13.1%
度数 0 0 257 257
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 32.6% 32.4%
度数 0 1 245 246
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 31.1% 31.1%
度数 1 0 159 160
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 20.2% 20.2%
度数 2 1 789 792
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 1.0% 1.0%
度数 0 0 63 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.0% 7.9%
度数 0 0 198 198
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 25.0% 24.9%
度数 1 1 271 273
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 34.3% 34.4%
度数 1 0 251 252
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 31.7% 31.7%
度数 2 1 791 794
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 73 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 9.2% 9.2%
度数 0 0 95 95
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.0% 12.0%
度数 1 0 174 175
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 22.0% 22.1%
度数 1 1 197 199
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 24.9% 25.1%
度数 0 0 251 251








Q15a_7 How often members
mee with each other?
Q15a_5 How often members










Q15a_6 How often members
























度数 2 1 790 793
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 170 170
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 21.6% 21.5%
度数 1 0 124 125
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 15.8% 15.8%
度数 0 0 176 176
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 22.4% 22.3%
度数 1 1 134 136
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 17.0% 17.2%
度数 0 0 183 183
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 23.3% 23.2%
度数 2 1 787 790




Q01r1 State  の % 23.8% 23.8%
度数 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % 41.3% 41.3%
度数 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % 34.9% 34.9%
度数 63 63




Q01r1 State  の % 25.0% 25.0%
度数 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % 25.0% 25.0%
度数 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 50.0%
度数 4 4




Q01r1 State  の % 29.5% 29.5%
度数 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % 35.0% 35.0%
度数 83 83
Q01r1 State  の % 35.5% 35.5%
度数 234 234
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
合計








Q16_2 Political parties 1st
2nd




Q15a_9 How often members























Q01r1 State  の % 35.5% 35.5%
度数 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % 33.6% 33.6%
度数 34 34
Q01r1 State  の % 30.9% 30.9%
度数 110 110




Q01r1 State  の % 21.7% 21.7%
度数 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % 43.5% 43.5%
度数 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % 34.8% 34.8%
度数 46 46




Q01r1 State  の % 21.9% 21.9%
度数 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % 32.3% 32.3%
度数 71 71
Q01r1 State  の % 45.8% 45.8%
度数 155 155
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
OR WA
度数 1 151 152
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 37.7% 37.7%
度数 0 109 109
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 27.2% 27.0%
度数 1 141 142
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 35.2% 35.2%
度数 2 401 403




Q01r1 State  の % 22.7% 22.7%
度数 43 43
Q01r1 State  の % 30.5% 30.5%
度数 66 66



















Q16_4 Federal government 1st
2nd
合計


























Q01r1 State  の % 35.4% 35.4%
度数 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % 37.4% 37.4%
度数 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % 27.3% 27.3%
度数 99 99
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 165 167
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 29.5% 29.6%
度数 1 0 1 249 251
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 44.5% 44.4%
度数 0 1 0 146 147
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 26.1% 26.0%
度数 1 2 2 560 565
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 147 148
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 22.5% 22.5%
度数 0 2 1 258 261
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 39.6% 39.7%
度数 0 0 1 247 248
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 37.9% 37.7%
度数 1 2 2 652 657
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 400 401
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 54.4% 54.4%
度数 0 210 210
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 28.6% 28.5%
度数 1 125 126
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 17.0% 17.1%
度数 2 735 737



















































Q01r1 State  の % 30.1% 30.1%
度数 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % 53.8% 53.8%
度数 93 93
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
AR WA
度数 0 130 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 34.9% 34.9%
度数 0 72 72
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 19.4% 19.3%
度数 1 170 171
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 45.7% 45.8%
度数 1 372 373
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 1 608 611
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 50.0% 47.5% 47.5%
度数 1 1 1 672 675
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 50.0% 52.5% 52.5%
度数 1 3 2 1280 1286
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 113 113
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.4% 18.3%
度数 1 0 153 154
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 24.9% 25.0%
度数 1 1 348 350
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 56.7% 56.7%
度数 2 1 614 617
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 226 226
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 37.4% 37.2%
度数 0 0 100 100
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 16.5% 16.5%
度数 0 1 67 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 11.1% 11.2%
度数 1 0 84 85
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 13.9% 14.0%
度数 0 0 52 52
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.6% 8.6%
度数 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.3% 6.3%
度数 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.3% 6.3%
合計









Q17c_1 How much influence
org have on public policy





























Q17b Is this organization






度数 1 1 605 607
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 199 199
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 32.9% 32.8%
度数 0 0 88 88
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 14.6% 14.5%
度数 0 0 75 75
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.4% 12.4%
度数 1 1 86 88
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 14.2% 14.5%
度数 0 0 69 69
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 11.4% 11.4%
度数 0 0 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.3% 8.3%
度数 0 0 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.1% 6.1%
度数 1 1 604 606
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 217 217
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 36.3% 36.2%
度数 0 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 13.2% 13.2%
度数 0 0 63 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 10.5% 10.5%
度数 0 0 73 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.2% 12.2%
度数 1 0 73 74
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 12.2% 12.3%
度数 0 1 57 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 9.5% 9.7%
度数 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.0% 6.0%
度数 1 1 598 600
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 178 178
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 29.7% 29.6%
度数 0 0 104 104
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 17.4% 17.3%
度数 0 0 99 99
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 16.5% 16.5%
度数 1 0 106 107
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 17.7% 17.8%
度数 0 1 58 59
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 9.7% 9.8%
合計




Q17c_2 How much influence
org have on public policy










A lot of influence
合計
Q17c_3 How much influence org have on public policy on national level?
5
合計
Q17c_3 How much influence












Q17c_4 How much influence








度数 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.5% 5.5%
度数 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.5% 3.5%
度数 1 1 599 601
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 449 450
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 35.0% 34.9%
度数 1 2 2 833 838
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 66.7% 100.0% 65.0% 65.1%
度数 1 3 2 1282 1288
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 85 86
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 15.4% 15.6%
度数 0 466 466
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 84.6% 84.4%
度数 1 551 552
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 97 98
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 17.2% 17.3%
度数 0 467 467
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 82.8% 82.7%
度数 1 564 565
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 8.2% 8.2%
度数 1 505 506
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 91.8% 91.8%
度数 1 550 551
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 65 66
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 11.8% 12.0%
度数 0 484 484
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 88.2% 88.0%
度数 1 549 550
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
合計
Q21 We would like to know if your organization, working alone, has successfully enacted,























Q21b Org stopped or modifed




   
    
  
6
A lot of influence




Q18 Does organization get














度数 1 113 114
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 20.6% 20.7%
度数 0 436 436
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 79.4% 79.3%
度数 1 549 550
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 155 156
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 28.2% 28.3%
度数 0 395 395
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 71.8% 71.7%
度数 1 550 551
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 148 149
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 27.0% 27.1%
度数 0 400 400
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 73.0% 72.9%
度数 1 548 549
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 183 184
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 33.5%
度数 0 366 366
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 66.5%
度数 1 549 550
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 118 118
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 21.6% 21.5%
度数 1 429 430
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 78.4% 78.5%
度数 1 547 548
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 136 137
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 24.9% 25.0%
度数 0 411 411
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 75.1% 75.0%















Q21d Org stopped or





Q21f Org stopped or









Q21e Org enacted new policy
on local level?
Q22b Work in coal. w/other org stop policy-federal level?
 
合計
Q22 Have you, working in a coalition with other organizations or political persons, succeeded in







Q22a Work in coal. w/other





Q21f Org stopped or modified policy on local level?
 
Q01r1 State






度数 1 547 548
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 206 207
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 37.7% 37.8%
度数 0 340 340
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 62.3% 62.2%
度数 1 546 547
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 208 209
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 38.1% 38.2%
度数 0 338 338
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 61.9% 61.8%
度数 1 546 547
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 198 199
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 36.3% 36.4%
度数 0 348 348
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 63.7% 63.6%
度数 1 546 547
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 217 218
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 39.8% 39.9%
度数 0 328 328
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 60.2% 60.1%
度数 1 545 546
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 104 104
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.4% 20.4%
度数 0 116 116
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 22.8% 22.7%
度数 0 164 164
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 32.2% 32.2%
度数 0 81 81
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 15.9% 15.9%
度数 1 44 45
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 8.6% 8.8%
度数 1 509 510
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
合計
Q22f Work in coal. w/other org stop policy- local level?
 
Q01r1 State
Q22c Work in coal. w/other org enact new policy-state level?
 
Q22c Work in coal. w/other























Q22e Work in coal. w/other





Q22f Work in coal. w/other





Q23 When trying to influence federal, state or local policy making, how often do you encounter
 Q01r1 State
合計
Q23 Encounter any group








度数 0 297 297
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 58.1% 58.0%
度数 0 93 93
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 18.2% 18.2%
度数 1 78 79
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 15.3% 15.4%
度数 0 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 5.1% 5.1%
度数 0 17 17
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 3.3% 3.3%
度数 1 511 512
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 137 137
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 26.8% 26.8%
度数 1 79 80
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 15.5% 15.6%
度数 0 153 153
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 29.9% 29.9%
度数 0 90 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 17.6% 17.6%
度数 0 52 52
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 10.2% 10.2%
度数 1 511 512
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 93 93
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 18.2% 18.2%
度数 1 57 58
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 11.2% 11.3%
度数 0 168 168
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 32.9% 32.8%
度数 0 111 111
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 21.7% 21.7%
度数 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 16.0% 16.0%
度数 1 511 512
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 114 114
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 22.1% 22.1%
度数 0 54 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 10.5% 10.5%




Q24 When your organization makes requests or appeals to the government, how often do you
Q24a Trying to influence












Q24b Trying to influence












Q24c Trying to influence












Q24d Trying to influence
policy how often ask





度数 0 152 152
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 29.5% 29.5%
度数 0 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 19.6% 19.6%
度数 1 94 95
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 18.3% 18.4%
度数 1 515 516
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 283 283
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 55.4% 55.3%
度数 0 103 103
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.2% 20.1%
度数 0 77 77
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 15.1% 15.0%
度数 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 6.5% 6.4%
度数 1 15 16
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 2.9% 3.1%
度数 1 511 512
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 75 75
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 14.6% 14.6%
度数 0 57 57
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 11.1% 11.1%
度数 0 182 182
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 35.4% 35.3%
度数 0 120 120
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 23.3% 23.3%
度数 1 80 81
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 15.6% 15.7%
度数 1 514 515
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 373 373
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 73.0% 72.9%
度数 0 74 74
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 14.5% 14.5%
度数 0 51 51
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 10.0% 10.0%
度数 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 1.6% 1.6%
度数 1 5 6
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 1.0% 1.2%
度数 1 511 512
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
   
   










Q24e Trying to influence












Q24f Trying to influence












Q24g Trying to influence










度数 0 143 143
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 28.0% 28.0%
度数 0 108 108
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 21.2% 21.1%
度数 0 150 150
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 29.4% 29.4%
度数 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 15.5% 15.5%
度数 1 30 31
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 5.9% 6.1%
度数 1 510 511
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 249 249
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 48.9% 48.8%
度数 0 117 117
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 23.0% 22.9%
度数 0 102 102
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.0% 20.0%
度数 1 30 31
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 5.9% 6.1%
度数 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 2.2% 2.2%
度数 1 509 510
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 346 346
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 68.1% 68.0%
度数 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 16.1% 16.1%
度数 0 56 56
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 11.0% 11.0%
度数 1 17 18
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 3.3% 3.5%
度数 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 1.4% 1.4%
度数 1 508 509
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 121 121
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 23.6% 23.6%
度数 0 71 71
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 13.9% 13.8%
度数 0 146 146
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 28.5% 28.5%




Q24h Trying to influence












Q24i Trying to influence













Q24j Trying to influence
policy how often place













Q24k Trying to influence
policy how often form an
alliance with other groups
Sometimes
– 30 –
度数 0 96 96
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 18.8% 18.7%
度数 1 78 79
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 15.2% 15.4%
度数 1 512 513
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 126 126
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 24.9% 24.8%
度数 0 72 72
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 14.2% 14.2%
度数 0 170 170
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.5% 33.5%
度数 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 15.6% 15.6%
度数 1 60 61
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 11.8% 12.0%
度数 1 507 508
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Q25 What is the relationship between your organization and the government?
CA WA
度数 0 231 231
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 49.9%
度数 1 231 232
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.1%
度数 1 462 463
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 317 317
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 64.8% 64.7%
度数 1 172 173
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 35.2% 35.3%
度数 1 489 490
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 69 69
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 15.6% 15.6%
度数 1 372 373
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 84.4% 84.4%
度数 1 441 442
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 136 136
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 30.0% 29.9%
Sometimes
Often
Q24l Trying to influence





   
    













































度数 1 318 319
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 70.0% 70.1%
度数 1 454 455
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 207 207
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 44.9% 44.8%
度数 1 254 255
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 55.1% 55.2%
度数 1 461 462
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 91 91
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.6% 20.6%
度数 1 350 351
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 79.4% 79.4%
度数 1 441 442
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 90 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.5% 20.5%
度数 1 349 350
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 79.5% 79.5%
度数 1 439 440
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 146 146
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 32.7% 32.7%
度数 1 300 301
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 67.3% 67.3%
度数 1 446 447
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 184 184
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 41.5% 41.4%
度数 1 259 260
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 58.5% 58.6%
度数 1 443 444


































Q25c_1 We provide services









Q25c_2 We provide services








Q25c_3 We provide services
desired by the local gov.
Yes
– 32 –
度数 0 127 127
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 28.7% 28.7%
度数 1 315 316
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 71.3% 71.3%
度数 1 442 443
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 190 190
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 42.9% 42.8%
度数 1 253 254
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 57.1% 57.2%
度数 1 443 444
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 178 178
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 40.3% 40.2%
度数 1 264 265
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 59.7% 59.8%
度数 1 442 443
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 89 89
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 20.2% 20.2%
度数 1 351 352
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 79.8% 79.8%
度数 1 440 441
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 137 137
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 31.1% 31.1%
度数 1 303 304
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 68.9% 68.9%
度数 1 440 441
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 151 151
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 34.2% 34.1%
度数 1 291 292
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 65.8% 65.9%
度数 1 442 443
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
No
合計


















Q25e_1 We receive grants or contract from national gov
 Q01r1 State
合計









Q25e_1 We receive grants or








Q25e_2 We receive grants or




Q25e_3 We receive grants or




度数 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 4.6% 4.6%
度数 1 416 417
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 95.4% 95.4%
度数 1 436 437
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 47 47
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 10.8% 10.7%
度数 1 390 391
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 89.2% 89.3%
度数 1 437 438
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 0 92 92
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 21.0% 20.9%
度数 1 347 348
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 79.0% 79.1%
度数 1 439 440
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 155 156
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 35.4% 35.5%
度数 0 283 283
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 64.6% 64.5%
度数 1 438 439
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 243 244
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 55.1% 55.2%
度数 0 198 198
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 44.9% 44.8%
度数 1 441 442
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA WA
度数 1 224 225
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 51.0% 51.1%
Q25f_3 We receive in-kind













Q25g_2 We try to influece state gov policy
 
















Q25f_3 We receive in-kind assistance from local gov
 Q01r1 State
合計
Q25f_2 We receive in-kind
















度数 0 215 215
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 49.0% 48.9%
度数 1 439 440
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 382 382
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 30.6% 30.4%
度数 1 3 2 868 874
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 69.4% 69.6%
度数 1 3 2 1250 1256




Q01r1 State  の % 34.3% 34.3%
度数 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % 25.4% 25.4%
度数 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % 27.7% 27.7%
度数 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % 9.3% 9.3%
度数 13 13
Q01r1 State  の % 3.3% 3.3%
度数 397 397




Q01r1 State  の % 29.8% 29.8%
度数 89 89
Q01r1 State  の % 22.5% 22.5%
度数 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % 27.8% 27.8%
度数 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % 14.6% 14.6%
度数 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % 5.3% 5.3%
度数 396 396




Q01r1 State  の % 61.0% 61.0%
度数 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % 17.1% 17.1%








Q26 Does your org make








Q26a_1 How often you








Q26a_2 How often you approach city or king county council
 
合計
Q26a_2 How often you







Q26a_3 How often you approach Dept or neighborhoods?
 
合計







Q01r1 State  の % 16.3% 16.3%
度数 13 13
Q01r1 State  の % 3.3% 3.3%
度数 9 9
Q01r1 State  の % 2.3% 2.3%
度数 392 392




Q01r1 State  の % 28.6% 28.6%
度数 74 74
Q01r1 State  の % 18.7% 18.7%
度数 115 115
Q01r1 State  の % 29.1% 29.1%
度数 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % 17.0% 17.0%
度数 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % 6.6% 6.6%
度数 395 395




Q01r1 State  の % 24.1% 24.1%
度数 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % 17.0% 17.0%
度数 119 119
Q01r1 State  の % 30.2% 30.2%
度数 85 85
Q01r1 State  の % 21.6% 21.6%
度数 28 28
Q01r1 State  の % 7.1% 7.1%
度数 394 394




Q01r1 State  の % 80.8% 80.8%
度数 42 42
Q01r1 State  の % 10.7% 10.7%
度数 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % 6.4% 6.4%
度数 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % 1.5% 1.5%
度数 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .5% .5%
度数 391 391
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
Often
Often






Q26a_4 How often you approach other city gov unit?
 
合計
Q26a_4 How often you








Q26a_5 How often you approach other state gov unit?
 
合計
Q26a_5 How often you







Q26a_6 How often you approach republican party?
 
合計











Q01r1 State  の % 73.3% 73.3%
度数 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % 11.6% 11.6%
度数 34 34
Q01r1 State  の % 8.7% 8.7%
度数 18 18
Q01r1 State  の % 4.6% 4.6%
度数 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % 1.8% 1.8%
度数 389 389




Q01r1 State  の % 28.1% 28.1%
度数 69 69
Q01r1 State  の % 17.5% 17.5%
度数 111 111
Q01r1 State  の % 28.1% 28.1%
度数 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % 17.0% 17.0%
度数 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % 9.4% 9.4%
度数 395 395




Q01r1 State  の % 34.2% 34.2%
度数 88 88
Q01r1 State  の % 22.3% 22.3%
度数 102 102
Q01r1 State  の % 25.8% 25.8%
度数 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % 11.4% 11.4%
度数 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % 6.3% 6.3%
度数 395 395




Q01r1 State  の % 41.4% 41.4%
度数 81 81
Q01r1 State  の % 20.5% 20.5%
度数 91 91
Q01r1 State  の % 23.0% 23.0%
Often
Often
Q26a_7 How often you approach democratic party?
 
合計








Q26a_8 How often you approach state legislator?
 
合計








Q26a_9 How often you approach US congress member?
 
合計








Q26a_10 How often you approach Federal gov?
 
合計






Q01r1 State  の % 11.1% 11.1%
度数 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % 4.0% 4.0%
度数 396 396




Q01r1 State  の % 79.4% 79.4%
度数 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % 11.5% 11.5%
度数 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % 6.1% 6.1%
度数 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % 1.8% 1.8%
度数 5 5
Q01r1 State  の % 1.3% 1.3%
度数 393 393
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 364 365
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 33.2% 33.1%
度数 0 0 0 80 80
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.3% 7.3%
度数 0 0 0 151 151
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.8% 13.7%
度数 1 0 1 189 191
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 17.2% 17.3%
度数 0 0 0 142 142
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.9% 12.9%
度数 0 2 0 83 85
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 7.6% 7.7%
度数 0 0 0 88 88
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 8.0%
度数 1 2 2 1098 1103
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 246 247
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 22.4% 22.4%
度数 0 0 0 39 39
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.6% 3.5%
度数 0 0 0 92 92




Q26a_11 How often you apparoch the President?
 
合計















A lot of influence
合計
Q27 This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following organizations or
Q27a_1 How much influence do agricultural groups?
 
合計
















度数 1 0 0 167 168
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 15.2% 15.2%
度数 0 0 1 178 179
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 16.2% 16.2%
度数 0 1 0 185 186
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 16.9% 16.9%
度数 0 1 0 189 190
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.2% 17.2%
度数 1 2 2 1097 1102
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 313 314
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 28.5% 28.5%
度数 0 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.3% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 96 96
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.8% 8.7%
度数 0 1 0 174 175
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 15.9% 15.9%
度数 0 0 1 201 202
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 18.3% 18.3%
度数 1 0 0 143 144
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 13.0% 13.1%
度数 0 1 0 133 134
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 12.1% 12.2%
度数 1 2 2 1097 1102
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 194 195
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 17.6% 17.6%
度数 0 0 0 93 93
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.4% 8.4%
度数 0 1 0 181 182
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 16.4% 16.4%
度数 0 0 0 239 239
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.7% 21.6%
度数 0 0 1 203 204
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 18.4% 18.4%
度数 1 0 0 99 100
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 9.0% 9.0%
度数 0 1 0 93 94
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 8.4% 8.5%
度数 1 2 2 1103 1108
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
6
A lot of influence
合計
6
A lot of influence





A lot of influence
合計








Q27d_1 How much influence do education groups?
合計
















AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 235 236
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 21.5% 21.5%
度数 0 0 0 64 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.9% 5.8%
度数 1 0 0 146 147
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 13.4% 13.4%
度数 0 1 0 214 215
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 19.6% 19.6%
度数 0 0 0 186 186
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.0% 16.9%
度数 0 0 1 114 115
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.4% 10.5%
度数 0 1 0 134 135
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 12.3% 12.3%
度数 1 2 2 1093 1098
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 332 333
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 30.3% 30.3%
度数 0 1 0 149 150
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 13.6% 13.6%
度数 0 0 0 230 230
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.0% 20.9%
度数 1 0 0 201 202
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 18.4% 18.4%
度数 0 0 1 102 103
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 9.3% 9.4%
度数 0 1 0 40 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.6%
度数 1 2 2 1095 1100
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 211 211
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.6% 19.5%
度数 0 0 0 118 118
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.9% 10.9%
度数 0 0 0 230 230
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.3% 21.2%
度数 0 2 1 241 244
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 22.4% 22.5%
度数 0 0 0 163 163
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 15.1% 15.1%






























A lot of influence
合計
Very little influence









度数 1 0 1 63 65
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 5.8% 6.0%
度数 0 0 0 51 51
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.7% 4.7%
度数 1 2 2 1078 1083
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 203 203
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.8% 18.7%
度数 0 0 0 80 80
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.4% 7.4%
度数 0 1 0 192 193
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.7% 17.8%
度数 0 1 0 243 244
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 22.5% 22.4%
度数 0 0 2 186 188
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 17.2% 17.3%
度数 1 0 0 94 95
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 8.7% 8.7%
度数 0 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.8% 7.7%
度数 1 2 2 1082 1087
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 240 241
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 22.2% 22.2%
度数 0 0 0 152 152
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.0% 14.0%
度数 0 0 0 232 232
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.4% 21.3%
度数 0 2 0 248 250
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 22.9% 23.0%
度数 0 0 2 138 140
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 12.7% 12.9%
度数 0 0 0 43 43
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 4.0%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 1 2 2 1083 1088
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 355 356
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 32.8% 32.8%
度数 0 2 1 264 267
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 24.4% 24.6%
度数 0 0 0 231 231
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.4% 21.3%
度数 0 0 1 131 132
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 12.1% 12.2%





A lot of influence
A lot of influence
合計








   
  
合計
Q27i_1 How much influence do civic groups?
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度数 0 0 0 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.4% 5.3%
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.1% 2.1%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.7%
度数 1 2 2 1081 1086
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 2 0 453 456
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 41.8% 41.9%
度数 0 0 0 210 210
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.4% 19.3%
度数 0 0 1 183 184
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 16.9% 16.9%
度数 0 0 1 124 125
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 11.4% 11.5%
度数 0 0 0 63 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 0 0 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.5% 2.5%
度数 1 2 2 1083 1088
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 0 0 325 326
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 30.1% 30.1%
度数 0 0 0 111 111
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.3% 10.2%
度数 0 1 0 200 201
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 18.5% 18.5%
度数 0 0 0 188 188
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.4% 17.3%
度数 0 0 1 137 138
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 12.7% 12.7%
度数 0 0 1 68 69
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 6.3% 6.4%
度数 0 1 0 49 50
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 4.5% 4.6%
度数 1 2 2 1079 1084
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
合計
Q27k_1 How much influence do hobby/sports groups?
 
Q01r1 State
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度数 0 0 0 190 190
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.7% 17.6%
度数 0 0 0 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.5% 2.5%
度数 0 0 1 40 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 3.7% 3.8%
度数 0 0 0 75 75
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.0% 7.0%
度数 0 0 0 130 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.1% 12.1%
度数 0 1 0 188 189
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.5% 17.5%
度数 1 1 1 421 424
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 39.3% 39.4%
度数 1 2 2 1072 1077
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 0 0 0 213 213
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.9% 19.8%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.8% 3.8%
度数 0 0 1 75 76
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 7.0% 7.1%
度数 0 1 0 119 120
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 11.1% 11.2%
度数 0 0 0 177 177
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.5% 16.4%
度数 1 1 1 422 425
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 39.4% 39.5%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 2 2 1071 1076
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 228 228
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.3% 21.2%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.1%
度数 0 0 1 47 48
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 4.4% 4.5%
度数 0 1 0 125 126
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 11.7% 11.7%
度数 0 0 0 206 206
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.3% 19.2%
5
6
A lot of influence
合計
A lot of influence
8





Q27n_1 How muc influence does president have?
 
Q01r1 State
















Q27o_1 How much influence








度数 0 0 0 173 173
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.2% 16.1%
度数 1 1 1 255 258
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 23.9% 24.0%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 267 267
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 25.0% 24.8%
度数 0 0 0 63 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.9% 5.9%
度数 0 0 1 125 126
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 11.7% 11.7%
度数 0 1 0 152 153
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.2% 14.2%
度数 0 0 0 171 171
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.0% 15.9%
度数 0 0 0 99 99
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.3% 9.2%
度数 1 1 1 192 195
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 17.9% 18.1%
度数 1 2 2 1070 1075
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 187 187
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.4% 17.3%
度数 0 0 0 32 32
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.0% 3.0%
度数 0 0 0 54 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.0% 5.0%
度数 0 1 1 100 102
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 9.3% 9.5%
度数 0 0 0 172 172
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.0% 16.0%
度数 0 1 0 174 175
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 16.2% 16.2%
度数 1 0 1 352 354
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 32.8% 32.8%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 2 2 1073 1078




Q27q_1 How much influence
does federal gov have?
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Q27p_1 How much influence
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AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 167 167
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 15.5% 15.5%
度数 0 0 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.2% 4.2%
度数 0 0 1 77 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 7.2% 7.2%
度数 0 0 0 130 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.1% 12.0%
度数 0 0 0 200 200
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.6% 18.5%
度数 0 2 0 155 157
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 14.4% 14.5%
度数 1 0 1 300 302
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 27.9% 28.0%
度数 1 2 2 1075 1080
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 179 179
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.9% 16.8%
度数 0 1 1 62 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 5.8% 6.0%
度数 0 0 0 134 134
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.6% 12.6%
度数 0 1 0 189 190
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.8% 17.8%
度数 1 0 0 190 191
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 17.9% 17.9%
度数 0 0 0 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.4% 10.3%
度数 0 0 1 196 197
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 18.5% 18.5%
度数 1 2 2 1060 1065
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 169 169
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.0% 15.9%
度数 0 0 1 48 49
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 4.5% 4.6%
度数 1 0 0 97 98
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 9.2% 9.2%
度数 0 0 0 164 164
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 15.5% 15.4%
度数 0 0 0 199 199
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.8% 18.7%
A lot of influence
Q27r_1 How much influence





























Q27s_1 How much influence
does local gov have?
Very little influence
6
A lot of influence
4






度数 0 1 0 149 150
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.1% 14.1%
度数 0 1 1 230 232
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 21.8% 21.8%
度数 1 2 2 1057 1062
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 222 222
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.0% 20.9%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.8% 3.8%
度数 1 0 0 84 85
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 7.9% 8.0%
度数 0 1 0 129 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 12.2% 12.2%
度数 0 0 0 207 207
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.6% 19.5%
度数 0 1 1 176 178
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 16.7% 16.8%
度数 0 0 1 198 199
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 18.7% 18.7%
度数 1 2 2 1057 1062
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 0 185 185
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.5% 17.4%
度数 0 0 0 64 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.0% 6.0%
度数 1 0 0 124 125
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 11.7% 11.8%
度数 0 1 1 169 171
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 16.0% 16.1%
度数 0 1 0 204 205
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 19.3% 19.3%
度数 0 0 1 143 144
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 13.5% 13.5%
度数 0 0 0 168 168
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 15.9% 15.8%
度数 1 2 2 1058 1063
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 0 0 0 258 258
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 24.4% 24.3%
A lot of influence
Q27u_1 How much influence
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度数 0 1 0 80 81
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 7.6% 7.6%
度数 1 0 1 131 133
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 12.4% 12.5%
度数 0 0 0 170 170
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.1% 16.0%
度数 0 0 0 179 179
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.0% 16.9%
度数 0 1 1 107 109
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 10.1% 10.3%
度数 0 0 0 129 129
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.2% 12.2%
度数 1 2 2 1056 1061
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 0 0 442 443
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 41.8% 41.7%
度数 0 1 1 161 163
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 15.2% 15.3%
度数 0 1 0 152 153
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.4% 14.4%
度数 0 0 0 152 152
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.4% 14.3%
度数 0 0 1 91 92
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 8.6% 8.7%
度数 0 0 0 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.5% 2.4%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.1%
度数 1 2 2 1058 1063
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 0 0 408 409
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 38.7% 38.6%
度数 0 0 1 205 206
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 19.4% 19.4%
度数 0 2 0 183 185
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 17.3% 17.5%
度数 0 0 1 143 144
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 13.6% 13.6%
度数 0 0 0 76 76
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.2% 7.2%
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.2% 2.2%
度数 0 0 0 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 1 2 2 1055 1060
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Q27y_1 How much influence
do international
institutes?





   
  
A lot of influence
– 47 –
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 1 0 483 485
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 46.0% 45.9%
度数 0 0 1 219 220
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 20.8% 20.8%
度数 0 1 0 158 159
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 15.0% 15.1%
度数 0 0 1 118 119
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 11.2% 11.3%
度数 0 0 0 46 46
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.4% 4.4%
度数 0 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.4% 1.4%
度数 0 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.0% 1.0%
度数 1 2 2 1051 1056
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 0 350 351
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 33.3% 33.2%
度数 0 0 0 147 147
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.0% 13.9%
度数 0 0 1 205 206
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 19.5% 19.5%
度数 0 1 0 182 183
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.3% 17.3%
度数 0 1 1 94 96
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 8.9% 9.1%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.1%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.9% 3.9%
度数 1 2 2 1052 1057
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 1 2 2 916 921
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 83.9% 84.0%
度数 0 0 0 47 47
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.3% 4.3%
度数 0 0 0 35 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
4








Q27z_1 How much influence do foeign groups have?
 Q01r1 State
合計
Q27z_1 How much influence







A lot of influence
合計
Q27aa_1 Influence do police have, in general?
 Q01r1 State
合計
A lot of influence
合計













度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.7% 1.7%
度数 0 0 0 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.8%
度数 1 2 2 1092 1097
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 1 2 1 645 649
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 59.1% 59.2%
度数 0 0 1 117 118
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.7% 10.8%
度数 0 0 0 95 95
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.7% 8.7%
度数 0 0 0 88 88
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.1% 8.0%
度数 0 0 0 49 49
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.5% 4.5%
度数 0 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.5% 3.5%
度数 0 0 0 55 55
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.0% 5.0%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 2 2 1092 1097
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 1 1 2 797 801
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 73.1% 73.1%
度数 0 0 0 87 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 46 46
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.2% 4.2%
度数 0 1 0 52 53
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 4.8% 4.8%
度数 0 0 0 46 46
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.2% 4.2%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.6%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
度数 1 2 2 1091 1096
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
4
6
A lot of influence
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A lot of influence
合計
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度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 1 0 1 465 467
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 42.4% 42.4%
度数 0 0 1 142 143
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 13.0% 13.0%
度数 0 2 0 127 129
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 11.6% 11.7%
度数 0 0 0 114 114
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.4% 10.4%
度数 0 0 0 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.2% 9.2%
度数 0 0 0 65 65
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.9% 5.9%
度数 0 0 0 80 80
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.3% 7.3%
度数 1 2 2 1096 1101
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 1 2 1 562 566
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 51.6% 51.7%
度数 0 0 0 105 105
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.6% 9.6%
度数 0 0 1 118 119
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.8% 10.9%
度数 0 0 0 112 112
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.3% 10.2%
度数 0 0 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.5% 7.5%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 69 69
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.3% 6.3%
度数 1 2 2 1090 1095
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 1 1 1 751 754
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 68.9% 68.9%
度数 0 0 1 79 80
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 7.2% 7.3%
度数 0 0 0 63 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 0 0 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.1% 6.1%
度数 0 0 0 59 59
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.4% 5.4%
度数 0 1 0 37 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.4% 3.5%
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度数 0 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 1 2 2 1090 1095
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 1 1 545 547
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.8% 50.7%
度数 0 0 0 146 146
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.6% 13.5%
度数 0 0 0 132 132
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.3% 12.2%
度数 1 0 1 97 99
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 9.0% 9.2%
度数 0 0 0 73 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.8% 6.8%
度数 0 1 0 37 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.4% 3.5%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 1 2 2 1073 1078
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 0 1 2 496 499
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 100.0% 46.0% 46.1%
度数 0 0 0 146 146
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.5% 13.5%
度数 0 0 0 114 114
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.6% 10.5%
度数 1 0 0 112 113
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 10.4% 10.4%
度数 0 0 0 87 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.1% 8.0%
度数 0 1 0 55 56
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 5.1% 5.2%
度数 0 0 0 66 66
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.1% 6.1%
度数 1 2 2 1078 1083
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 1 0 2 555 558
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 100.0% 51.4% 51.5%
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Q27h_2 Influence advocacy















Q27i_2 Influence civic grps




度数 0 2 0 163 165
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 15.1% 15.2%
度数 0 0 0 130 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.0% 12.0%
度数 0 0 0 102 102
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.5% 9.4%
度数 0 0 0 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.2% 6.2%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.9% 1.8%
度数 1 2 2 1079 1084
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 1 0 2 658 661
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 100.0% 61.0% 61.0%
度数 0 1 0 114 115
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 10.6% 10.6%
度数 0 1 0 92 93
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 8.5% 8.6%
度数 0 0 0 85 85
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.9% 7.8%
度数 0 0 0 48 48
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.4% 4.4%
度数 0 0 0 35 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 0 0 0 43 43
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 4.0%
度数 1 2 2 1079 1084
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 1 1 2 795 799
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 73.8% 73.8%
度数 0 1 0 84 85
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 7.8% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 62 62
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.7%
度数 0 0 0 43 43
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 4.0%
度数 0 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.7% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.9% 1.9%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
度数 1 2 2 1077 1082
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AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 1 2 2 798 803
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 74.2% 74.4%
度数 0 0 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.6% 7.6%
度数 0 0 0 68 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.3% 6.3%
度数 0 0 0 49 49
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.6% 4.5%
度数 0 0 0 42 42
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.9% 3.9%
度数 0 0 0 18 18
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.7% 1.7%
度数 0 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.3% 1.3%
度数 1 2 2 1075 1080
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 1 1 487 489
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 45.7% 45.7%
度数 0 0 0 97 97
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.1% 9.1%
度数 1 0 0 88 89
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 8.3% 8.3%
度数 0 0 1 67 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 6.3% 6.4%
度数 0 0 0 95 95
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.9% 8.9%
度数 0 0 0 74 74
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.9% 6.9%
度数 0 1 0 154 155
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.5% 14.5%
度数 1 2 2 1065 1070
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 1 1 537 539
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.4% 50.4%
度数 0 0 1 96 97
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 9.0% 9.1%
度数 1 0 0 93 94
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 8.7% 8.8%
度数 0 0 0 72 72
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.8% 6.7%
合計
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度数 0 0 0 94 94
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.8% 8.8%
度数 0 0 0 55 55
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.2% 5.1%
度数 0 1 0 115 116
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 10.8% 10.8%
度数 1 2 2 1065 1070
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 0 1 1 598 600
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 56.2% 56.1%
度数 0 0 1 84 85
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 7.9% 7.9%
度数 1 0 0 74 75
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 6.9% 7.0%
度数 0 0 0 77 77
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.2% 7.2%
度数 0 0 0 85 85
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 56 56
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.3% 5.2%
度数 0 1 0 88 89
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 8.3% 8.3%
度数 1 2 2 1065 1070
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 0 1 1 672 674
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 63.1% 63.0%
度数 0 0 1 93 94
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 8.7% 8.8%
度数 1 0 0 80 81
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 7.5% 7.6%
度数 0 0 0 69 69
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.5% 6.4%
度数 0 0 0 62 62
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.2% 2.1%
度数 0 1 0 62 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 5.8% 5.9%
度数 1 2 2 1065 1070
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
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Q27o_2 Influence democtratic party have, policies conern your org.?
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Q27p_2 Influence republican














度数 0 1 1 452 454
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 42.2% 42.2%
度数 0 0 1 114 115
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.7% 10.7%
度数 1 0 0 90 91
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 8.4% 8.5%
度数 0 1 0 99 100
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 9.3% 9.3%
度数 0 0 0 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.4% 9.4%
度数 0 0 0 67 67
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.3% 6.2%
度数 0 0 0 145 145
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.6% 13.5%
度数 1 2 2 1070 1075
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 1 1 367 369
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 34.2% 34.3%
度数 0 0 0 122 122
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.4% 11.3%
度数 1 0 1 97 99
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 9.0% 9.2%
度数 0 0 0 106 106
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.9% 9.8%
度数 0 0 0 106 106
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.9% 9.8%
度数 0 1 0 89 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 8.3% 8.4%
度数 0 0 0 184 184
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.2% 17.1%
度数 1 2 2 1072 1077
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 0 0 1 386 387
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 36.5% 36.4%
度数 1 2 1 111 115
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 10.5% 10.8%
度数 0 0 0 128 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 12.1% 12.0%
度数 0 0 0 103 103
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.7% 9.7%
度数 0 0 0 122 122
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.5% 11.5%
度数 0 0 0 70 70
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.6% 6.6%
度数 0 0 0 137 137
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Q27r_2 Influence state gov.





Q27s_2 Influence local gov
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度数 1 2 2 1058 1063
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 0 1 1 393 395
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 37.3% 37.3%
度数 1 0 0 109 110
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 10.4% 10.4%
度数 0 0 1 91 92
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 8.6% 8.7%
度数 0 0 0 104 104
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.9% 9.8%
度数 0 0 0 106 106
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.1% 10.0%
度数 0 0 0 91 91
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.6% 8.6%
度数 0 1 0 157 158
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 14.9% 14.9%
度数 1 2 2 1053 1058
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 0 2 1 600 603
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 57.0% 57.0%
度数 1 0 0 140 141
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 13.3% 13.3%
度数 0 0 1 87 88
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 8.3% 8.3%
度数 0 0 0 83 83
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.9% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 55 55
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.2% 5.2%
度数 0 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.4% 3.4%
度数 0 0 0 47 47
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.5% 4.4%
度数 1 2 2 1052 1057
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .2% .2%
度数 1 1 1 465 468
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 44.1% 44.2%
度数 0 0 0 170 170
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 16.1% 16.1%
度数 0 0 1 116 117
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 11.0% 11.0%
合計
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度数 0 1 0 110 111
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 10.4% 10.5%
度数 0 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 7.9%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.9% 3.9%
度数 0 0 0 66 66
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.3% 6.2%
度数 1 2 2 1054 1059
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .4%
度数 1 1 1 651 654
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 61.8% 61.8%
度数 0 0 0 100 100
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.5% 9.5%
度数 0 0 1 73 74
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 6.9% 7.0%
度数 0 0 0 82 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.8% 7.8%
度数 0 0 0 52 52
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.9% 4.9%
度数 0 1 0 33 34
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.1% 3.2%
度数 0 0 0 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.5% 5.5%
度数 1 2 2 1053 1058
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 5 5
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 1 2 0 868 871
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 82.4% 82.2%
度数 0 0 1 65 66
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 6.2% 6.2%
度数 0 0 1 27 28
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 2.6% 2.6%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.1%
度数 0 0 0 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.1% 2.1%
度数 0 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.4% 1.4%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.8%
度数 1 2 2 1054 1059
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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度数 0 0 0 5 5
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 1 1 1 837 840
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 79.7% 79.6%
度数 0 1 0 76 77
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 7.2% 7.3%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.1%
度数 0 0 1 44 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 4.2% 4.3%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.9% 2.8%
度数 0 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.0% 1.0%
度数 0 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.3% 1.3%
度数 1 2 2 1050 1055
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 5 5
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .5% .5%
度数 1 2 1 891 895
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 85.0% 85.0%
度数 0 0 0 51 51
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.9% 4.8%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 0 0 1 37 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 3.5% 3.6%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.8%
度数 0 0 0 10 10
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.0% .9%
度数 0 0 0 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 1 2 2 1048 1053
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 3 3
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .3% .3%
度数 1 2 2 768 773
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 73.4% 73.5%
度数 0 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.0% 8.0%
度数 0 0 0 54 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.2% 5.1%
度数 0 0 0 48 48
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.6% 4.6%
度数 0 0 0 32 32
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.1% 3.0%
度数 0 0 0 28 28













































度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.9% 2.9%
度数 1 2 2 1047 1052
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 28 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 12.0% 12.3%
度数 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.4% 3.4%
度数 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 10.7% 10.6%
度数 0 0 78 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 33.3% 33.1%
度数 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 13.2% 13.1%
度数 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.8% 12.7%
度数 1 0 34 35
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 14.5% 14.8%
度数 1 1 234 236
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 20 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 3.6% 3.7%
度数 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.1% 4.1%
度数 0 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.0% 8.0%
度数 0 0 127 127
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 22.6% 22.5%
度数 0 0 107 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 19.1% 19.0%
度数 0 1 118 119
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 21.0% 21.1%
度数 1 0 121 122
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 21.6% 21.6%
度数 1 2 561 564
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 32 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 9.8% 10.1%
度数 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 7.4% 7.3%
度数 0 0 39 39
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.0% 11.9%
度数 0 0 91 91





A lot of influence
2
合計
Q28 How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale of 1
to 7?
A lot of influence
  
   












A lot of influence























度数 0 0 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 17.8% 17.7%
度数 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.3% 12.2%
度数 2 0 41 43
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 12.6% 13.1%
度数 2 1 325 328
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 11 12
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 1.5% 1.6%
度数 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 18 18
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 2.5% 2.5%
度数 0 0 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 15.1% 15.0%
度数 0 0 136 136
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.7% 18.6%
度数 0 1 182 183
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 25.0% 25.0%
度数 2 0 259 261
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 35.6% 35.7%
度数 2 2 727 731
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 17 18
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 2.7% 2.9%
度数 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 2.4% 2.4%
度数 0 0 39 39
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.3% 6.2%
度数 0 0 117 117
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.8% 18.7%
度数 0 0 171 171
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 27.4% 27.3%
度数 0 1 159 160
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 25.5% 25.6%
度数 1 0 105 106
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 16.9% 16.9%
度数 1 2 623 626
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 23 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 5.6% 5.8%
度数 0 0 17 17
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.2% 4.1%
度数 0 0 23 23

















A lot of influence













Q28f Rate your orgs relationship w/ welfare grps
 Q01r1 State
合計
A lot of influence












度数 0 0 73 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 17.9% 17.7%
度数 1 0 84 85
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 20.6% 20.6%
度数 0 1 86 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 21.1% 21.1%
度数 1 0 102 103
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 25.0% 25.0%
度数 2 2 408 412
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 13 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 2.0% 2.1%
度数 0 0 0 10 10
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.5% 4.4%
度数 0 0 0 131 131
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 20.2% 20.0%
度数 0 0 0 129 129
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.8% 19.7%
度数 0 1 0 169 170
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 26.0% 26.0%
度数 1 1 1 169 172
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 26.0% 26.3%
度数 1 2 2 650 655
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 20 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 3.2% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.4% 2.4%
度数 0 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 3.9%
度数 0 0 0 107 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 17.0% 16.9%
度数 0 0 0 136 136
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 21.7% 21.5%
度数 0 1 1 151 153
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 24.0% 24.2%
度数 1 1 0 174 176
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 27.7% 27.8%
度数 1 2 2 628 633
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 19 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 3.1% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 15 15












A lot of influence
2
合計
Q28g Rate your orgs relationship w/ professional grps
 Q01r1 State
合計
   
  
合計




A lot of influence
















Q28i Rate your orgs
relationship w/ civic grps
Very little influence
– 61 –
度数 0 0 0 28 28
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.6% 4.6%
度数 0 0 0 115 115
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.9% 18.7%
度数 0 1 0 129 130
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 21.2% 21.2%
度数 0 0 1 154 155
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 25.3% 25.2%
度数 1 1 0 149 151
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 24.5% 24.6%
度数 1 2 2 609 614
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 20 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 3.8% 4.0%
度数 0 0 17 17
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.2% 3.2%
度数 0 0 32 32
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.1% 6.0%
度数 0 0 83 83
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 15.7% 15.7%
度数 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 15.9% 15.8%
度数 0 1 117 118
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 22.2% 22.3%
度数 1 0 174 175
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 33.0% 33.0%
度数 1 2 527 530
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 31 32
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 6.9% 7.0%
度数 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.3% 5.3%
度数 0 0 35 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 7.7% 7.7%
度数 0 0 89 89
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 19.7% 19.6%
度数 0 0 66 66
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 14.6% 14.5%
度数 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.6% 18.5%
度数 1 0 123 124
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 27.2% 27.3%
度数 1 1 452 454
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 36 38









A lot of influence
2
合計




A lot of influence
   


















A lot of influence











度数 0 0 0 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.9% 5.9%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.8% 6.8%
度数 0 0 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.0% 17.9%
度数 0 0 0 57 57
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.0% 12.9%
度数 0 0 0 86 86
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 19.6% 19.5%
度数 1 1 0 124 126
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 28.3% 28.5%
度数 1 2 1 438 442
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 21 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 5.8% 6.1%
度数 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.9% 3.9%
度数 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.4% 8.3%
度数 1 0 118 119
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 32.9% 32.9%
度数 0 0 73 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.3% 20.2%
度数 0 0 60 60
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 16.7% 16.6%
度数 1 0 43 44
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 12.0% 12.2%
度数 2 1 359 362
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 3 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 9.1% 11.1%
度数 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.0% 2.8%
度数 0 0 2 2
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.1% 5.6%
度数 0 0 6 6
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.2% 16.7%
度数 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 24.2% 22.2%
度数 1 0 10 11
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 30.3% 30.6%
度数 1 0 3 4
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 9.1% 11.1%
度数 2 1 33 36














A lot of influence
2
合計




   
  
合計




A lot of influence















度数 0 1 30 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 8.8% 9.1%
度数 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.2% 6.1%
度数 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.9% 5.8%
度数 0 0 90 90
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 26.5% 26.3%
度数 0 0 57 57
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 16.8% 16.7%
度数 0 0 68 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.1% 19.9%
度数 2 0 53 55
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 15.6% 16.1%
度数 2 1 339 342
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 1 1 51 53
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 100.0% 15.3% 15.7%
度数 0 0 49 49
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 14.7% 14.5%
度数 0 0 34 34
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 10.2% 10.1%
度数 0 0 92 92
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 27.5% 27.3%
度数 0 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 13.5% 13.4%
度数 0 0 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 11.1% 11.0%
度数 1 0 26 27
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 7.8% 8.0%
度数 2 1 334 337
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 21 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 4.8% 5.0%
度数 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.6% 4.5%
度数 1 0 37 38
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 8.5% 8.6%
度数 0 0 128 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 29.3% 29.1%
度数 0 0 91 91
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.8% 20.7%
度数 0 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.1% 18.0%
度数 1 0 61 62
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 14.0% 14.1%
度数 2 1 437 440










A lot of influence
2
合計




A lot of influence

















A lot of influence
Q28q Rate your orgs






度数 0 1 22 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 3.7% 3.8%
度数 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 2.5% 2.5%
度数 0 0 46 46
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 7.7% 7.7%
度数 0 0 123 123
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.6% 20.5%
度数 0 0 126 126
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 21.1% 21.0%
度数 1 1 155 157
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 50.0% 26.0% 26.2%
度数 1 0 109 110
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 18.3% 18.3%
度数 2 2 596 600
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 19 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 2.8% 2.9%
度数 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 0 0 40 40
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.9% 5.9%
度数 0 0 112 112
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 16.5% 16.4%
度数 0 0 128 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 18.9% 18.8%
度数 0 1 177 178
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 26.1% 26.1%
度数 2 0 182 184
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 26.9% 27.0%
度数 2 2 677 681
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 21 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 4.0% 4.2%
度数 0 0 18 18
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.5% 3.4%
度数 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.9% 6.9%
度数 0 0 134 134
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 25.8% 25.6%
度数 0 0 106 106
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.4% 20.3%
度数 1 0 118 119
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 22.7% 22.8%
度数 1 0 87 88













A lot of influence










Q28r Rate your orgs
relationship w/ state gov
Very little influence
合計




A lot of influence
Q28s Rate your orgs










度数 2 1 520 523
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 33 34
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 7.1% 7.3%
度数 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.5% 6.5%
度数 0 0 55 55
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 11.9% 11.8%
度数 0 0 128 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 27.7% 27.5%
度数 0 0 89 89
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 19.3% 19.1%
度数 0 1 70 71
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 15.2% 15.3%
度数 1 0 57 58
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 12.3% 12.5%
度数 1 2 462 465
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 23 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 3.5% 3.6%
度数 0 0 24 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.6% 3.6%
度数 0 0 53 53
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.0% 8.0%
度数 0 0 159 159
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 24.1% 23.9%
度数 0 0 158 158
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 23.9% 23.8%
度数 1 1 132 134
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% 50.0% 20.0% 20.2%
度数 1 0 111 112
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 16.8% 16.9%
度数 2 2 660 664
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 1 27 28
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 9.3% 9.6%
度数 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.8% 4.8%
度数 0 0 28 28
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 9.7% 9.6%
度数 0 0 108 108
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 37.4% 37.0%
度数 0 0 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.8% 12.7%
度数 1 0 36 37










A lot of influence
2
合計









A lot of influence












Q28v Rate your orgs
relationship w/ media
Very little influence






度数 1 0 39 40
Q01r1 State  の % 50.0% .0% 13.5% 13.7%
度数 2 1 289 292
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 37 37
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 17.1% 16.9%
度数 0 1 10 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 4.6% 5.0%
度数 0 0 18 18
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.3% 8.2%
度数 0 0 75 75
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 34.6% 34.2%
度数 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.8% 8.7%
度数 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 10.6% 10.5%
度数 1 0 35 36
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 16.1% 16.4%
度数 1 1 217 219
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 11.6% 11.5%
度数 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 4.1% 4.1%
度数 0 1 15 16
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 5.6% 5.9%
度数 0 0 81 81
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 30.3% 30.1%
度数 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 14.2% 14.1%
度数 0 0 35 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 13.1% 13.0%
度数 1 0 56 57
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 21.0% 21.2%
度数 1 1 267 269
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
CA OR WA
度数 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.9% 12.8%
度数 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.5% 5.4%
度数 0 1 14 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 5.5% 5.8%
度数 0 0 76 76
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 29.8% 29.6%
度数 0 0 35 35







A lot of influence
Very little influence













A lot of influence
   
  










A lot of influence
合計











度数 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 11.8% 11.7%
度数 1 0 53 54
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 20.8% 21.0%
度数 1 1 255 257
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 3 1 580 584
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% 50.0% 39.6% 39.7%
度数 1 0 1 499 501
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 34.1% 34.1%
度数 0 0 0 22 22
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 9 9
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 84 84
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.7% 5.7%
度数 0 0 0 79 79
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.4% 5.4%
度数 0 0 0 76 76
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.2% 5.2%
度数 0 0 0 87 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.9% 5.9%
度数 1 3 2 1465 1471
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 311 313
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 29.1% 29.1%
度数 1 1 1 758 761
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 70.9% 70.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 92 92
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.6% 8.6%
度数 1 2 2 977 982
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 91.4% 91.4%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 161 161









A lot of influence
合計






A lot of influence
合計
Q29 Has your organization ever created a formal or informal relationship with another nonprofit, business or
Q29a_1 Org created relation w/ non-profit to influence local gov policy






Q29a_1 Org created relation









Q29a_2 Org created relation









Q29a_3 Org created relation
w/ local gov unit to
influence local gov policy
Yes
– 68 –
度数 1 2 2 908 913
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 84.9% 85.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 78 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.3% 7.3%
度数 1 2 2 991 996
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.7% 92.7%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 1 2 2 1048 1053
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 98.0% 98.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 322 323
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 30.1% 30.1%
度数 1 1 2 747 751
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 69.9% 69.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 87 87
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.1% 8.1%
度数 1 2 2 982 987
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 91.9% 91.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 107 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.0% 10.0%
度数 1 2 2 962 967
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 90.0% 90.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
No
Q29a_4 Org created relation
w/ state gov unit to











Q29b_1 Org created relation




Q29b_3 Org created relation




Q29b_4 Org created relation w/ state gov to influence state gov policy
 
Q01r1 State
   
    
   
合計









Q29a_5 Org created relation
w/ federal gov unit to
influence local gov policy
Yes
合計
Q29b_2 Org created relation w/ business to influence state gov policy
合計
Q29b_2 Org created relation












度数 0 0 0 139 139
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 13.0% 12.9%
度数 1 2 2 930 935
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 87.0% 87.1%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.2% 2.1%
度数 1 2 2 1046 1051
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.8% 97.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 219 220
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 20.5% 20.5%
度数 1 1 2 850 854
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 79.5% 79.5%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 54 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.1% 5.0%
度数 1 2 2 1015 1020
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 94.9% 95.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 44 44
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.1% 4.1%
度数 1 2 2 1025 1030
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 95.9% 95.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 54 54
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.1% 5.0%
度数 1 2 2 1015 1020
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 94.9% 95.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%






Q29c_1 Org created relation








Q29c_3 Org created relation





Q29b_4 Org created relation









Q29b_5 Org created relation














Q29c_2 Org created relation
w/ business to influence
federal gov policy
Yes
Q29c_4 Org created relation






AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 64 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.0% 6.0%
度数 1 2 2 1005 1010
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 94.0% 94.0%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 1 2 563 567
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 52.7% 52.8%
度数 0 1 0 506 507
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 47.3% 47.2%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 2 237 239
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 22.2% 22.3%
度数 1 2 0 832 835
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 77.8% 77.7%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 0 242 244
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 100.0% .0% 22.6% 22.7%
度数 1 0 2 827 830
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 100.0% 77.4% 77.3%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 143 144
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 13.4% 13.4%
度数 1 1 2 926 930
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 86.6% 86.6%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 62 63
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 5.8% 5.9%
度数 1 1 2 1007 1011
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 94.2% 94.1%
合計




Q29d_1 Org created relation










Q29d_4 Org created relation




Q29c_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov to influence federal gov policy
合計
Q29c_5 Org created relation











Q29d_2 Org created relation









Q29d_3 Org created relation









Q29d_5 Org created relation




度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 1 2 407 411
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 38.1% 38.3%
度数 0 1 0 662 663
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 61.9% 61.7%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 2 139 141
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 13.0% 13.1%
度数 1 2 0 930 933
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 87.0% 86.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.3% 10.2%
度数 1 2 2 959 964
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 89.7% 89.8%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 68 68
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.4% 6.3%
度数 1 2 2 1001 1006
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 93.6% 93.7%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.5% 2.5%
度数 1 2 2 1042 1047
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.5% 97.5%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 2 530 533
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 100.0% 49.6% 49.6%
合計




Q29e_1 Org created relation






Q29e_4 Org created relation












Q29e_2 Org created relation




Q29e_3 Org created relation w/ local gov unit to develop org capacity
合計
Q29e_3 Org created relation












Q29e_5 Org created relation









Q29f_1 Org created relation
w/ non-profit to fundraise
Yes
– 72 –
度数 1 1 0 539 541
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 50.4% 50.4%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 2 301 303
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 28.2% 28.2%
度数 1 2 0 768 771
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 71.8% 71.8%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 120 120
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.2% 11.2%
度数 1 2 2 949 954
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 88.8% 88.8%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 66 66
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.2% 6.1%
度数 1 2 2 1003 1008
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 93.8% 93.9%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.4% 3.4%
度数 1 2 2 1033 1038
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 96.6% 96.6%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 455 457
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 42.6% 42.6%
度数 1 1 1 614 617
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 50.0% 57.4% 57.4%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%






Q29f_2 Org created relation






Q29f_4 Org created relation
w/ state gov unit to
fundraise
Yes
Q29f_5 Org created relation w/ federal gov unit to fundraise
   
   
合計










Q29f_3 Org created relation






Q29f_5 Org created relation








Q29g_1 Org created relation






AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 181 182
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 16.9% 16.9%
度数 1 2 1 888 892
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 50.0% 83.1% 83.1%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 0 198 199
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 18.5% 18.5%
度数 1 1 2 871 875
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 81.5% 81.5%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 78 78
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.3% 7.3%
度数 1 2 2 991 996
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 92.7% 92.7%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.4% 2.4%
度数 1 2 2 1043 1048
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 97.6% 97.6%
度数 1 2 2 1069 1074
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 208 208
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.4% 18.3%
度数 1 1 0 85 87
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% .0% 7.5% 7.7%
度数 0 0 0 168 168
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 14.9% 14.8%
度数 0 2 2 669 673
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 100.0% 59.2% 59.2%
度数 1 3 2 1130 1136
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
合計



















Q29g_2 Org created relation





Q29g_3 Org created relation









Q29g_4 Org created relation
w/ state gov unit to
develop community capacity
Q29g_5 Org created relation





Q30 Has your organization limited its advocacy activity due to resource problems or concerns on the impact of




Q30 Org limited its
advocacy due to resource
problems or impact on tax
exempt status?
– 74 –
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 13 13
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 23 23
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
度数 0 0 0 46 46
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.4% 5.4%
度数 0 0 0 65 65
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.6% 7.6%
度数 0 0 2 126 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 14.8% 14.9%
度数 0 0 0 155 155
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.2% 18.1%
度数 1 2 0 424 427
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 49.8% 49.8%
度数 1 2 2 852 857
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.6%
度数 0 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.3% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.7% 7.7%
度数 0 0 1 81 82
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 10.7% 10.8%
度数 0 0 0 151 151
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 20.0% 19.9%
度数 0 0 0 141 141
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.7% 18.6%
度数 1 2 0 278 281
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% .0% 36.9% 37.1%
度数 1 2 1 754 758
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.2% 2.2%
度数 0 0 0 33 33
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.1% 5.1%
度数 0 0 0 53 53
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.2% 8.2%
度数 0 0 1 88 89
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 100.0% 13.7% 13.8%
度数 0 1 0 115 116
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 17.9% 17.9%
度数 0 0 0 120 120
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 18.7% 18.5%
度数 1 1 0 220 222
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 34.2% 34.3%
6
A lot of influence
Q31 Please name 5 organizations with which you work, partner or collaborate with. Rate the strength of connection
























A lot of influence
合計












A lot of influence
– 75 –
度数 1 2 1 643 647
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA WA
度数 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 2.1% 2.0%
度数 0 0 32 32
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 6.0% 6.0%
度数 0 0 43 43
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 8.1% 8.0%
度数 0 0 64 64
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.0% 11.9%
度数 0 0 95 95
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 17.8% 17.7%
度数 0 0 110 110
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 20.6% 20.5%
度数 1 2 179 182
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 33.5% 33.9%
度数 1 2 534 537
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA WA
度数 0 0 17 17
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 3.8% 3.8%
度数 0 0 26 26
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 5.9% 5.8%
度数 1 0 34 35
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 7.7% 7.9%
度数 0 0 55 55
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 12.4% 12.4%
度数 0 1 72 73
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 16.3% 16.4%
度数 0 0 86 86
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 19.5% 19.3%
度数 0 1 152 153
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 34.4% 34.4%
度数 1 2 442 445
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 2 663 666
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% 100.0% 58.2% 58.1%
度数 0 1 0 231 232
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 20.3% 20.2%
度数 1 1 0 118 120
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% .0% 10.4% 10.5%
度数 0 0 0 58 58
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.1% 5.1%
度数 0 0 0 31 31
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
度数 0 0 0 27 27


















A lot of influence
5
6
A lot of influence
合計
Q32R Year of tenure of your
orgs Executive Director/CEO


















度数 0 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .6% .6%
度数 0 0 0 4 4
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .4% .3%
度数 0 0 0 1 1
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .1% .1%
度数 1 3 2 1140 1146
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 1 1 424 426
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 100.0% 46.1% 46.2%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.3% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.3% 2.3%
度数 0 0 0 60 60
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.5% 6.5%
度数 1 1 0 279 281
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% .0% 30.4% 30.4%
度数 0 0 0 105 105
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.4% 11.4%
度数 1 2 1 919 923
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 0 1 639 641
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 60.6% 60.5%
度数 0 0 0 61 61
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 5.8% 5.8%
度数 0 1 1 49 51
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% 50.0% 4.6% 4.8%
度数 0 1 0 38 39
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.6% 3.7%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 29 29
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.7%
度数 0 0 0 50 50
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.7% 4.7%
度数 0 0 0 30 30
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.8% 2.8%
度数 0 0 0 108 108
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.2% 10.2%
度数 1 2 2 1055 1060
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%



















Q34aR % of budget in 2008

















Q34 Please indicate the percentage of your budget that came from the following sources in 2008.
– 77 –
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 1 2 563 567
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 50.0% 100.0% 53.6% 53.7%
度数 0 0 0 75 75
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 7.1% 7.1%
度数 0 0 0 72 72
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.9% 6.8%
度数 0 1 0 34 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 3.2% 3.3%
度数 0 0 0 70 70
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.7% 6.6%
度数 0 0 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.3% 4.3%
度数 0 0 0 38 38
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.6% 3.6%
度数 0 0 0 47 47
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.5% 4.5%
度数 0 0 0 42 42
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 4.0%
度数 0 0 0 65 65
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 6.2% 6.2%
度数 1 2 2 1051 1056
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 2 2 796 801
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 78.5% 78.6%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.0% 4.0%
度数 0 0 0 45 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 4.4% 4.4%
度数 0 0 0 27 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.7% 2.6%
度数 0 0 0 16 16
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.6% 1.6%
度数 0 0 0 20 20
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.0% 2.0%
度数 0 0 0 15 15
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.5% 1.5%
度数 0 0 0 14 14
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.4% 1.4%
度数 0 0 0 19 19
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.9% 1.9%
度数 0 0 0 21 21
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.1% 2.1%
度数 1 2 2 1014 1019
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 0 471 471
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 43.7% 43.5%




Q34bR % of budget in 2008

















Q34cR % of budget in 2008





















度数 0 0 0 118 118
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.9% 10.9%
度数 0 0 0 88 88
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 8.2% 8.1%
度数 0 1 0 44 45
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 4.1% 4.2%
度数 0 1 0 55 56
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 50.0% .0% 5.1% 5.2%
度数 0 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.3% 2.3%
度数 0 0 1 26 27
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 2.4% 2.5%
度数 0 0 0 41 41
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.8% 3.8%
度数 0 0 0 34 34
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.2% 3.1%
度数 1 0 1 177 179
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% 50.0% 16.4% 16.5%
度数 1 2 2 1079 1084
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 1 1 2 786 790
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 100.0% 82.1% 82.0%
度数 0 0 0 36 36
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 3.8% 3.7%
度数 0 1 0 23 24
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 2.4% 2.5%
度数 0 0 0 17 17
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.8% 1.8%
度数 0 0 0 25 25
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 2.6% 2.6%
度数 0 0 0 8 8
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .8% .8%
度数 0 0 0 10 10
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.0% 1.0%
度数 0 0 0 11 11
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 1.1% 1.1%
度数 0 0 0 7 7
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% .7% .7%
度数 0 1 0 34 35
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 3.6% 3.6%
度数 1 3 2 957 963
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 0 1 111 112
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 10.2% 10.2%
度数 0 0 0 107 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.8% 9.7%
度数 0 1 0 121 122
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 11.1% 11.1%
度数 0 1 0 106 107
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 9.7% 9.7%
















Q34eR % of budget in 2008























度数 0 0 0 111 111
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 10.2% 10.1%
度数 0 0 0 101 101
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.2% 9.2%
度数 0 0 1 108 109
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% 50.0% 9.9% 9.9%
度数 1 0 0 108 109
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% .0% .0% 9.9% 9.9%
度数 0 1 0 111 112
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 33.3% .0% 10.2% 10.2%
度数 0 0 0 108 108
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 9.9% 9.8%
度数 1 3 2 1092 1098
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AR CA OR WA
度数 0 2 1 639 642
Q01r1 State  の % .0% 66.7% 50.0% 56.8% 56.8%
度数 0 0 0 128 128
Q01r1 State  の % .0% .0% .0% 11.4% 11.3%
度数 1 1 1 358 361
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 33.3% 50.0% 31.8% 31.9%
度数 1 3 2 1125 1131
Q01r1 State  の % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%












Q36 Your position in
organization
Executive Director, CEO, or
highest ranking
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Thank you for taking the time to participate in this survey. Your feedback will help us to 
collect valuable data about non-profit organizations in King County. The information you 
share will be used by the, Nancy Bell Evans Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy at the 
Evans School of Public Affairs, the Jackson School of International Studies, and the 
University of Tsukuba in Japan. The responses you provide will be kept confidential. Results 
from this survey will only be reported in ways that do not identify individual participants. 
 
 
To move through the survey, click the "NEXT" button below to move to the next screen (do 
not use the Forward and Back buttons on your browser). If you need to stop partway 
through the survey, you may do so at any point. To restart the survey, simply log back in via 
the link provided. You will be returned to the point where you left off. *Please note: there 
is a 10 minute delay between logging off and logging back in. 
 
 
If you experience any other technical difficulties or have any other questions about this 
survey please contact us at agidlof@u.washington.edu or (206) 616-9283, Monday through 
Friday 9AM - 5PM PST. 
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I. This first set of questions asks basic information about your organization. 
 
What is your zip code?  
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In what year was your organization first established?  
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Please describe why your organization was formed.  
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 No legal status 
 Other legal status: 
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What type of group do you consider your organization to be?  
 
 Agriculture group 
 Economic/business group 
 Civic group 
 Educational group 
 Administrative group 
 Welfare group 
 Labor group 
 Advocacy group 
 Professional group 
 Political group 
 Scholarly/cultural group 
 Sports/recreation group 
 Religious group 
 Other type of group: 
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Which geographic area does your group serve?  
 
 Your Neighborhood 
 Seattle 
 King County 
 Washington State 
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In the geographic area indicated in the last question (Q6), how much political influence would you say your 
organization has?  
 
 None 
 Very Little 
 Some 
 Strong 
 Very strong 
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Thinking back over 2008, what is the number of persons you had working in the following position types?  
 
Full-time staff 
Part-time staff (less than 40 hours per week) 
Regular volunteers (at least once a week) 
Episodic volunteers (persons involved for a particular 
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Would you say that your organization is…?  
 
 A local chapter of a national or state organization 
 A single organization with only one location 
 A single organization with multiple branches or offices 
 Other: 
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Which of the following describes your group’s activities and purposes? (Select all that apply)  
 
 Provide members with information 
 Advance members’ economic interests 
 Protect members’ lives or rights 
 Provide members with education, training or lectures 
 Assist members to receive funding from the government 
 Provide members with administrative help in obtaining licenses or receiving contracts 
 Make appeals or requests to the government 
 Collect information and distribute it to nonmember individuals, groups, or organizations. 
 Provide nonmember individuals, groups, or organizations with policy recommendations based on 
the group’s expertise 
 Educate the public to achieve public goals 
 Provide other groups or individuals with funds 
 Provide the public with services for a fee 
 Provide the public with free or subsidized services 
 Other: 
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In which policy areas is your organization most interested? (Select all that apply)  
 
 Fiscal policy  Gender 
 Financial policy  Local politics 
 Trade policy  Labor 
 Industry promotion  Agriculture/Fishing 
 Construction/public works  Consumer rights/advocacy 
 Traffic/transportation  Environment 
 Communication/information  Health/welfare/medical 
 Science/technology  International exchange/aid 
 Regional development  Art/scholarship/sports 
 Foreign policy  Organization building 
 Peace/security policy  Religion 
 Crime prevention  Minority issues/anti-discrimination 
 Justice/human rights  Other: 
 Education 
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What is the number of the area that is most important to your organization?  
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Are there any requirements for becoming a member of your organization, or can anyone join?  
 
 Yes, we have a requirement or some requirements 
 No, there are no requirements 
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What are those requirements? (Select all that apply)  
 
 Must practice a certain religion 
 Must work in a certain industry 
 Must have a certain occupation 
 Must hold certain positions or posts 
 Must hold certain licenses 
 Must be of a certain nationality 
 Other: 
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Is your organization a religious congregation (church, synagogue, temple, mosque) or some other type of 
religious organization? Would you say…  
 
 Yes, we are a religious congregation 
 Yes, we are some other type of religious organization 
 No 
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Is your organization affiliated with a particular religious group or denomination?  
 
 Yes, please specify the group or denomination: 
 No, the organization is not affiliated with religious group or denomination 
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In your own words, please tell us who or whose interests you feel your organization represents.  
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II. This next section asks about the members associated with your organization. 
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In your organization, how often do members?  
 
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very often 
get involved in decision making and 
management      
participate in the organization’s 
events      
pay a membership fee and/or make 
donations      
elect the board of directors      
interact with each other      
meet and talk with members of the 
Board of Directors      
meet and talk to each other      
use email lists to reach other 
members      
use bulletin board or a website to 
reach other members      
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III. This section is about how your organization interacts with other organizations and groups. 
 
Where does your organization receive information that is necessary for your activities? Pick the three most 
important sources from the following and rank them in order in the boxes below.  
 
1st 2nd 3rd 
National government    
Political parties    
State government    
Federal government    
State elected officials    
Local elected officials    
Scholars/experts    
Neighborhood associations    
Religious organizations    
Affiliated organizations    
Other non-profit organizations    
Your organization's members    
Corporations    
Other    
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If so, please tell us the name of the organization. (If there is more than one, please choose the most 
effective or important.)  
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How much influence does the organization (selected in the previous question) have on public policy in 
general? 
 
1 = very little influence ……………………7 = a lot of influence  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The local level        
The state level        
The national level        
All levels        
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IV. The next section asks about your involvement in affecting public policy. 
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Is your organization affiliated with a political action committee, 501(c)4 organization, or other 
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We would like to know if your organization, working alone, has successfully enacted, stopped or modified a 
specific policy. Please answer yes or no to the following.  
 
Yes No 
At the federal level has your organization been able to 
enact a new policy?   
At the federal level has your organization been able to 
stop or modify a policy?   
At the state level has your organization been able to enact 
a new policy?   
At the state level has your organization been able to stop 
or modify a policy?   
At the local level has your organization been able to enact 
a new policy?   
At the local level has your organization been able to stop 
or modify a policy?   
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Have you, working in a coalition with other organizations or political persons, succeeded in making the 
(federal/state/local) government enact, stop a plan to enact, or modify any specific policy or plan in the 
past? Please answer yes or no to the following.  
 
Yes No 
At the federal level have you been able to enact a new 
policy (as a coalition)?   
At the federal level have you been able to stop or modify 
a policy (as a coalition)?   
At the state level have you been able to enact a new 
policy (as a coalition)?   
At the state level have you been able to stop or modify a 
policy (as a coalition)?   
At the local level have you been able to enact a new policy 
(as a coalition)?   
At the local level have you been able to stop or modify a 
policy (as a coalition)?   
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When trying to influence federal, state or local policy making, how often do you encounter any group or 






 Very often 
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When your organization makes requests or appeals to the government, how often do you do the following 
things?  
 
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very often 
Assist in drafting bills      
Provide expertise      
Contribute Public Comment      
Ask members to call or send 
letters/emails to the government      
Solicit signatures      
Attend meetings      
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When your organization makes requests or appeals to the government, how often do you do the following 
things?  
 
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very often 
Direct actions (demonstration, strike, 
etc)      
Provide media with information      
Make statements at press conference      
Place opinion ads in TV, newspapers, 
or magazines      
Form an alliance with other groups      
Seek the involvement of influential 
local figures      
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What is the relationship between your organization and the government? (Select all that apply)  
 
National State Local 
They authorize(d) our legal status.    
They regulate our activities.    
We provide services desired by the government.    
We monitor their policies/implementation of policies.    
We receive grants or contracts from government.    
We receive in-kind assistance from government.    
We try to influence government policy.    
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When your organization makes requests (directly) to the government, how often do you approach the 
following people or organizations to make requests?  
 
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very often 
Mayor or King County Executive      
City Council or King County Council      
Department of Neighborhoods      
Other city government unit      
Other state government unit      
Republican Party      
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When your organization makes requests (directly) to the government, how often do you approach the 
following people or organizations to make requests?  
 
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very often 
Democratic Party      
State Legislator      
US. Congress member      
Federal government      
President      
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This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following 
organizations or groups have on public policy in general and also specifically on policies of concern to your 
organization. Please indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. (1 = very little influence, 
7 = a lot of influence.) Example: If you believe that Labor unions do not have enough influence on public 
policy in general, but manage to have more influence on your organization’s specific concerns, you might 
mark a "1" under "In general" and a "4" under "Policies of concern to your organization".  
 
In General 
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This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following 
organizations or groups have on public policy in general and also specifically on policies of concern to your 
organization. Please indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. (1 = very little influence, 
7 = a lot of influence.) Example: If you believe that Labor unions do not have enough influence on public 
policy in general, but manage to have more influence on your organization’s specific concerns, you might 
mark a "1" under "In general" and a "4" under "Policies of concern to your organization".  
 
In General 
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This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following 
organizations or groups have on public policy in general and also specifically on policies of concern to your 
organization. Please indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. (1 = very little influence, 
7 = a lot of influence.) Example: If you believe that Labor unions do not have enough influence on public 
policy in general, but manage to have more influence on your organization’s specific concerns, you might 
mark a "1" under "In general" and a "4" under "Policies of concern to your organization".  
 
In General 
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This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following 
organizations or groups have on public policy in general and also specifically on policies of concern to your 
organization. Please indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. (1 = very little influence, 
7 = a lot of influence.) Example: If you believe that Labor unions do not have enough influence on public 
policy in general, but manage to have more influence on your organization’s specific concerns, you might 
mark a "1" under "In general" and a "4" under "Policies of concern to your organization".  
 
In General 
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This is a two part question that asks for your opinion about what kind of influence the following 
organizations or groups have on public policy in general and also specifically on policies of concern to your 
organization. Please indicate how much influence they have on a scale of 1 to 7. (1 = very little influence, 
7 = a lot of influence.) Example: If you believe that Labor unions do not have enough influence on public 
policy in general, but manage to have more influence on your organization’s specific concerns, you might 
mark a "1" under "In general" and a "4" under "Policies of concern to your organization".  
 
In General 
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How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale 
of 1 to 7? (Where 1 = very hostile and 7 = very friendly.) If you do not have any relationship with a group 
select (N/A).  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
Agricultural groups         
Business/trade associations         
Labor unions         
Education groups         
Government-related groups         
Welfare groups         
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How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale 
of 1 to 7? (Where 1 = very hostile and 7 = very friendly.) If you do not have any relationship with a group 
select (N/A).  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
Professional groups         
Advocacy groups         
Civic groups         
Scholarly/art groups         
Hobby/sports groups         
Religious groups         
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How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale 
of 1 to 7? (Where 1 = very hostile and 7 = very friendly.) If you do not have any relationship with a group 
select (N/A).  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
Congress         
President         
Democratic Party         
Republican Party         
Federal government         
State government         
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How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale 
of 1 to 7? (Where 1 = very hostile and 7 = very friendly.) If you do not have any relationship with a group 
select (N/A).  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
Local government         
State legislature         
Big business         
Media         
Courts         
Foreign governments         
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How would you rate your organization’s relationship with the following organizations or groups, on a scale 
of 1 to 7? (Where 1 = very hostile and 7 = very friendly.) If you do not have any relationship with a group 
select (N/A).  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
International institutions         
Foreign groups         
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Below is a list of activities that your group may have participated in. Has your organization ever created a 
formal or informal relationship with another nonprofit, business or governmental unit to accomplish these 
objectives? If so, please mark the box under the group or unit type that corresponds. (Select all that apply 












Influence local government 
policy      
Influence state government 
policy      
Influence federal government 
policy      
Provide services      
Develop organizational capacity      
Fund-raising      
Develop community capacity      
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Has your organization limited its advocacy activity due to resource problems or concerns on the impact of 
advocacy based on your tax exempt status?  
 
 Yes, due to resource problems 
 Yes, due to concerns about tax exempt status 
 Yes, both 
 No, neither 
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Please tell us about your organization’s partnerships and collaborations. Please name 5 organizations with 
which you work, partner or collaborate with. Rate the strength of connection on a scale of 1-7, where 1 = 
very weak and 7 = very strong. If you do not collaborate with at least 5 organizations, list the ones that you 
do collaborate with.  
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V. In this last section we would like to as a few questions about the leadership and funding of your 
organization. 
 
How long has the tenure of your Executive Director/CEO (or highest ranking leader) been so far? (Indicate 
partial years in .25, .5 or .75 years) 
 
Number of Years:  
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What is the educational degree background of your Executive Director/CEO?  
 




 Other master's degree 
 Ph.D. 
 Don't know 
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Please indicate the percentage of your budget that came from the following sources in 2007. (Estimate the 
following categories to total 100%)  
 
Membership fees, dues 
Earned income from organization's activities 
Government funding* (includes grants, fees, Medicaid, 
Medicare, contracts, etc., all funding that comes from 
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Please specify the "Other" field chosen in the prior question.  
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What was the total dollar amount of your 2008 budget?  
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What is your position in this organization? Are you…  
 
 the Executive Director, CEO or highest ranking leader 
 not the Executive Director, but another permanent staff 
 Other: 
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This concludes the questions we have for you. Thank you very much for your time today. To learn more 
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